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f Alcohol Awareness Week informs students
Events stress the
consequences of
substance abuse
by Annette Cowden
staff writer
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Bill Swain/news editor

Crash!

Junior ceramic engineer, Susan Hegler, is "convinced" on the Convincer that simulates a car crash at
five miles per hour. The Highway Patrol brought the machine to coampus as part of Alcohol
Awareness Week.

Local church items stolen
by Adrienne Aucoin
staff writer

t

The Holy Trinity Episcopal
Church, located across the street
from the soccer field, was robbed
last Saturday night.
The items taken from the church
included: the lectern Bible, the
Gospel Book, the Altar Missal and
its stand, the intercession book, the
carved wooden cover from the
baptismal font and the leaflets for
the Sunday morning service.
According to Thomas Davis,
rector for the Holy Trinity Church,
this act has resulted in the church
being locked at night until a solution
to the problem can be implemented.
In past years the church had remained open 24 hours to allow
students to have a place where they
can seek "refuge, quiet, space for
prayer and thought in its sanctuary
at all hours of the day and night."
Davis said.
Currently, Davis and the vestry
have several solutions to the problem under consideration. One solution is to lock the doors at night,
but "we at the church do not want to
have to lock the doors because we
feel that some students need the
church as a place to sort out their
thoughts," Davis added.
Another possible solution is to
install a burglar alarm in the altar
area which will be activated by
motion. "We will have to place a

Alcohol Awareness Week is from Oct.
15-20. The event is sponsored by numerous
organizations on campus and includes lectures, parties and athletic events.
The week gives students the opportunity
to learn more about drugs and alcohol and the
choices that go along with them, said Cheryl
Funderburk, director of Prevention Services
at Pickens County Commission on Alcohol
and Drug Abuse.
The week focuses on choices and their
positive and negative consequences. The
purpose of the week is to teach students to
analyze their drinking behavior, not to just
say "don't drink," stated Funderburk.
However, she added that students under
21 were breaking the law by drinking.
Consequences from drinking extend from
health problems to increased vulnerability.
Drinking impairs not only driving but judgment, said Jeanine Ward, acting associate
director of student development programs.
Kent Buchanan, assistant director of
residential life agreed that students need to be
educated about drinking. Buchanan believes
there is a good deal of pressure on students to
drink in social situations, and students need
to feel comfortable with the decision not to
drink, if they so desire.
Alcohol Awareness Week combines fun
with education. The week ranges from op-

Faculty Senate questions
new software purchase
by Linda Binkley
staff writer

rope and sign across the aisle at the
first pew to stop people from entering the altar area at night," he
continued.
In the past, "the parish house
was also open at night, but a series
of robberies during 1989 resulted in
the closing and locking the education building and the parish house
during the night hours. But the
church proper has remained open
until now." he said.
Davis believes that "the robbery
of sacred books and symbols from
the altar itself and the lectern appear

to be either souvenir hunting or acts
of desecration against a religious
tradition."
He said that he does not want to
give in to having to keep the doors
locked at night. "We feel strongly
about our ministry to students and
about the need that our church
building be available for those who
seek sanctuary and peace and a place
to pray even in the middle of the
night. We want to continue that
ministry, but each act against us
makes that ministry more difficult,"
he concluded.

see BOOZE, page 12

Clemson University "s plans to
purchase a new computer software
package is stirring up controversy
among faculty members.
The new package will cost
more than $2 million over six
years and will replace a system
that has been in use for 18 years.
Some faculty members feel that it
is not necessary to spend that much
money on a new software package.
Eleanor Hare, a computer science lecturer, believes that the
University should "be streamlining the current system, not getting
a new one. The new software
package directs computer functions and will handle work such
as payroll, accounting, personnel
and other business and Financial
transactions throughout the University."
"It (the existing software) is
not capable of handling the volume of work we see hitting
Clemson," said David Larson,
vice president of business and
finance. "We could have severe
problems simply processing the
work."
Last Tuesday, the Clemson
Faculty Senate passed a resolution

saying that the proposed software
purchase should be delayed until
more of Clemson's computer
professionals, including Computer Center personnel and professors, make a response.
"We have some expertise in
this department. Their expertise
is going to waste," said Hare,
who is active in the development
of the resolution.
For two years, a task force
consisting of some Clemson
computer personnel and DeloitteTouche, a consulting firm, studied the University's business and
finance information needs and its
existing information system,
Larson said.
Deloitte-Touche recommended that the University buy a
new software package rather than
upgrade the existing one, which
was developed by Clemson
computer personnel, he said.
"Upgrading the existing system would take far more time and
cost far more money (then buying
a new one)," Larson said.
The Faculty Senate, which
recommends and sets policy for
faculty at the University, disagrees with the consultant's
conclusion.

see PLAN, page nine
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Josh 'shoots straight' in 'Maximum Sex' lecture
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor
Last Thursday night at Littlejohn
Coliseum Josh McDowell presented
the last of a two part lecture series
entitled "Maximum Sex."
"I'll be frank and shoot straight,"
McDowell said to an audience of
about 5,000.
He said that he would share his
heart as a father and would not beat
around the bush while he explained
the student's perspective of sexual
relationships and the advantages of
waiting until marriage to have such
a relationship.
"Students would rather be in love
for 40 years than 40 times,"
McDowell said.
In the past there was a sexual
revolution, he said, but presently
we have been going through a
revolution for intimacy.
He blamed vulnerability of individuals on the disfunctional home
where the role model of a parent's
marriage is not present.
Love is not a lecture class, but
instead, a lab class, McDowell said,
adding that an individual learns to
love through their parents.
"Probably half this audience has
in the past or is presently suffering
from the effects of divorce. If you
can't thank your father for the way
that he loves your mother, then you

are vulnerable. You're vulnerable
sexually to the first guy or girl that
comes along and says,"I want to
show my love for you.' You'll be in
bed with him not because you like
him, not even because you want
sex. You want to be loved," he said.
He gave several reasons as to
why a person should wait to have a
sexual relationship.

—mrr
1 he most powerful sex organ is
not between your
legs. It's between
your ears."
Josh McDowell
Christian speaker
He said that God is not a "cosmic
killjoy." Every time He gives a
"Thou shall not" there are to positive aspects to this command. First,
to provide protection and secondly
to provide for a person'swell being.
Fathers naturally protect their
children, he said. Also, sexual intercourse needs to occur with one
person, a spouse, if sex is to have
the same effect God intended it to
have.
"The most powerful sex organ is
not between your legs. It's between

your ears. Your mind is the most
sensitive, most creative, most
powerful, most delicate sex organ
we have. Try and get aroused without your mind," he said.
He continued to explain that each
sexual experience a person has becomes locked in their mind forever
due to the intense emotional experience it is. Any time all five senses
are used and the adrenalin begins to
flow, a chemical is released in the
brain locking that image in a
person's memory forever, he said.
McDowell warned against
sexually transmitted diseases
(STD's). This year 20 million
people will get a sexually transmitted disease, he said.
"You're the first generation to
have to deal with the full devastating effect's of STD's," McDowell
said.
The effects of AIDS, along with
other STDs that lie dormant in the
human system, will not show in
college students until eight to 10
years after they are infected.
He said these people will be
spreading these diseases without
even knowing they are infected. At
first they will believe they have
beaten the odds but after several
years, signs of these diseases will
begin to show.
"You won't beat the odds," he
said.

Sex like you've never
heard it before!
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MAXIMUM SEX
Loyalty Fund donations outperfoming
IPTAY donations
'You cannot have an athletic department without a university."
Allison Dalton
Executive Sectretary of IPTAY
by Annette Cowden
staff writer

Paul Brown/staff photographer

G.A.M.M.A.

(Greeks Advocating Mature Management of Alcohol) set up this coffin as part
of Alcohol Awareness Week. Their demsonstration also included insurance
rates for DUI offenders.

Patrol securing Loggia for students
by Craig C Kling
staff writer
"Three youths, all of them under
17, have been charged with firstdegree murder in the killing of a 19year-old male student at the North
Carolina Central University...The
victim was shot to death at 12:15
a.m. on a Sunday morning while
standing in a crowd of several
hundred students who were 'hanging out.'
According to police, there had
been a confrontation of some sort
which culminated in the shooting."
This report was taken from the
September 1990 Campus Security
Report . According to Clemson
University Police Derpartment
spokesman John McKenzie, it represents the possible results of a
situation that Clemson University
had up until this year.
"Not long ago, we almost lost
the Loggia and other common areas
to groups of people that are not
students at the University,"
McKenzie stated. "It was a
situatuion much like the one in the
report (at N.C. State University)."

The Loggia
was often occupied by seve
r a
1
"outsiders"
late at night
that traveled
POLICE
here from as far
REPORTS away
as
Walhalla,
Spartanburg, Anderson and Toccoa,
Ga. The safety of students in these
areas was often in jeopardy and
assault and harassment were common occurances.
In an effort to avoid a situation
such as this, the police have taken
steps to maintain control and safety
in common areas. Several officers
of the University police and occasionally the State Law Enforcement
Division (SLED) have been assigned to these areas and often ask
people in groups to produce University identification cards.
Those that cannot produce identification or provide a valid excuse
for being in the area are "asked to
socialize elsewhere (off-campus),"
McKenzie stated. If they refuse to
leave, they are escorted out.

According to McKenzie, Clemson had "the identical scenario" as
the one stated in the report above.
After the program known as Loggia
Patrol began, "Instances of assault
are down to about two this year as
opposed to 16 or 18 in the same
amount of time last year."
At the North Carolina Central
University, students are no longer
allowed to gather in groups after 10
p.m. in certain areas on campus.
The Loggia Patrol program has
allowed students to continue to use
the Loggia and feel safe at the same
time.
The program has been criticized
by minority councils who feel that
it singles out young black males.
According to McKenzie, the
misunderstanding is unfortunate,
but many of the outsiders that come
to Clemson to "hang out" are in this
group.
McKenzie concluded by stating,
"If you are in the Loggia and are
asked to produce identification,
don't be offended, it is just an effort
by the police to make sure that the
Loggia, and all areas, are safe for
students."

IPTAY and the Loyalty Fund
are two of the principle fund
raising organizations on the
Clemson campus. IPTAY funds
focus on supporting academics
through athletics.
First, they provide 450 athletes scholarships in all 18
sports, and afterwards they provide other perceived athletic
needs, said Allison Dalton, executive secretary of IPTAY.
The Loyalty Fund is geared
toward academics and works at
meeting student's needs from
library books to research equipment., said Christy Klugh, assistant director of the Loyalty
Fund.
IPTAY raises roughly $5.6
million a year. Ten percent of
the fund is from corporations.
With this money IPTAY has
built the soccer stadium, indoor
tennis courts, and given 50 athletic-academic scholarships.
When an individual gives
money to IPTAY he or she receives a parking place at athletic events and priority in
purchasing tickets to athletic
events.
Seventy percent of IPTAY's
donors give both to IPTAY and
the Loyalty Fund. "You cannot
have an athletic department
without a university," Dalton
said.
IPTAY does not receive any
money from the state except the

$400,000 the University allocates to IPTAY. In return
IPTAY allows all students to
attend athletic events free of
charge, he said.
The Loyalty Fund is a very
aggressive fund raising organization attempting to keep up
with students needs. The Loyalty Fund raised about $14.5
million in 1990.
Currently, the Loyalty Fund
is trying to raise $62 millions
over a five year period.
This campaign will provide
new student facilities, programs
for student enrichment and research equipment, among many
other things.
The Loyalty Fund affects a
student's every day life and everyone involved with the loyalty fund is committed to
enhancing students' academic
experience,said Klugh.
When an individual gives to
the Loyalty Fund he or she invests in their own college degree.
The Loyalty Fund does not
see itself in competition with
IPTAY, said Klugh. They are
distinct and separate organizations, and they both benefit
Clemson.
Dalton believes IPTAY
drew many individuals into the
Loyalty Fund. Once individuals support the athletic department they often times begin to
give to the University as a
whole.
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^gfAI Coming Up
Oct.

20

Nightnoise. New Age music.
Tillman Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.,
students Free, adults $7.

21

"Blazing Saddles." University
Union movie. 7 & 9:15 p.m., YTheatre, Free.

22

The London Brass, part of the
Concert Series. 8 p.m., Tillman
Hall Auditorium, students Free,
adults $7.

22-25 USC Football Ticket Distribution
for students at Little John Coliseum between the hours of 7:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

New sorority formed
on Clemson campus
by Kell L. Walker
assistant managing editor

One, two, threc.Dig!

Paul Brown/slaff photographe

Dr. Wise, Curt Guinn and Mr. Thomas move the first shovel of dirt for the new
horse research facility at Monday's groundbreaking ceremony. The $250,000
facility is being built from funds from an anonymous donor.

Speech group holds televangelism debate
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor
Last Saturday at 1:30 p.m. a
group of about 50 spectators assembled in Tillman Hall Auditorium for the annual conference of
the Carolinas Speech Communication Association.
The theme of the conference
was "Communications, Morals,
Values and Ethics" while
Saturday's spotlight panel discussion was on "Televangelism:
Communication, ethics and values."
The panel included five individuals knowledgeable on the
topic of televangelism.
Charles Shepard of The Charlotte Observer, who won a Pulitzer
Prize for his coverage of the PTL
scandal and Jim and Tammy
Bakker, participated as a panelist.
Also speaking was Jeffrey
Hadden of the University of Virginia sociology department, who
has written several books on the
topic of televangelism.
David Harrell Jr. of the Auburn
University history department
participated and has written books
on Pat Robertson and Oral Roberts.
William Martin of the Rice
University sociology department

also has published works on
televangelism.
Howard Dorgan of the Appalachian State University communications arts department and
author of "Giving Glory to God in
Appalachia: Worship Practices in
Six Baptist Subdenominations"
served on the panel.
The program began with mediator Raymond Camp, of the
North Carolina State University
communications department,
stimulating discussion by asking
the panel their opinions about the
idea that televangelism had fallen
as a result of moral indiscretions,
gloated financial affairs, or the
inability to develop a permanent
sense of followers and what it
would take to bring televangelism
back into the spotlight.
Hadden commented that future
events for televangelism were not
known largely due to phenomenas
happening in a free market
economy.
He said that the scandals that
have happened in relation to religious broadcasts are not the key
factor to understanding what has
happened to televangelism over
the last decade. Instead, the key
factor lies in the rising cost of
broadcasting time.
if we look upon the mid 1970's

to the 1990's we'll find that in the
most parts of the country the rising of cost of broadcast time has
increased roughly ten fold,"
Hadden said.
In the future, Hadden said there
will be more emphasis on satellite
transmissions, a larger number of
television preachers in communities emerging as national stars
and also an increase in the number
of radio televangelism broadcasts.
He added that he did not believe
that televangelism would just go
away or collapse.
Martin commented that
televangelism was not not an alternative to attending church but
instead an addition. People use it
as a supplement as similar to listening to religious music while
doing house chores, he said.
After their initial comments,
the panelists were questioned by
Nancy Hardesty, professor of
philosophy and religion at Clemson; Nancy Swanson, humanities
teacher at Daniel High School;
Paul Jersild, academic dean at
Lutheran Southern Seminary; and
Enoch Henry, a minister with
Methodist Campus Ministries in
Clemson.
After answering questions from
the audience the debate was concluded with a reception.

Zeta Tau Alpha fraternity for
women will colonize Kappa Zeta
Colony on the Clemson University
Campus Oct. 27-31.
Along with Clemson University
Panhellinic Organization, local
alumnae and national officers,
Kappa Zeta will become the 220th
"link in a worldwide chain " of Zeta
Tau Alpha collegiate and alumnae
chapters.
All unaffiliated women students
of Clemson University are invited
to attend the colonizing events. An
Informational Open House featuring "Great Expectations with ZTA"
will, be held at the Tiger Den, located on the second level of Death
Valley Stadium, on Sunday, Oct.
27 at 7:00 p.m. Attire for this event
is casual.
Beginning Saturday, Oct. 27,
national representatives will be interviewing from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00

p.m. in Suite B of the Clemson
House.
Interviews will continue through
Monday, Oct. 29.
At 7:00 p.m. on Monday, the
Kappa Zeta Colony will host a
theme party, "ZTA Starring You,"
at the Tiger Den. The Colony's
Preferential Party is scheduled for
Tuesday, Oct. 30, at 7:00 p.m. Formal Pledging, including Bid Night
and dinner will be Wednesday, Oct.
31.
Zeta Tau Alpha was founded in
1898 at Longwood College in
Farmville, Va. The nine charter
members wanted to "intensify
friendship, foster a spirit of love,
and build up a purer and nobler
womanhood in the world," as stated
in their charter.
The fraternity provides opportunities for members to meet these
challenges through educational,
philanthropic and leadership programs.

Alcohol and blood
Some states have adopted or proposed that the legal
intoxication limit be 0.08 percent alcohol in the blood>
Here's approximately how much of
various beverages a 160pound man would have
to drink in an hour to
reach that level:

Note: Generally, a
woman of the same
body weight as a man
becomes intoxicated
with fewer drinks.
Exact figures for
women are not
available because a
woman's susceptibility
to alcohol varies with
her menstrual cycle.

Source: National Council
on Alcoholism
Sidney Jabtonski. Gannett News Service
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Opinions
Editorial
Students should contribute
more to aid less fortunate
How many people were aware that this past Tuesday was
National Homeless Day? Probably not many. And how
many contributed to a program to help the homeless?
Probably even fewer.
Unless students picked up on the radio stations or news
broadcasts of the significance of this particular day, Tuesday
Our Position:
seemed like any other
The University and the
day. But it wasn't to
students should do more the homeless.
To the homeless,
for the less fortunate.
the day marked a
chance to plea for help
from fellow citizens.
Many homeless people are too proud to ask for help
themselves, so it takes organizations or shelters to ask for
help. It takes us, the students and residents of Clemson, to
respond to their efforts. The community must aid these
victims of circumstance.
Think back about a year ago when Hurricane Hugo hit
the Carolinas. Some students experienced unrest because
they didn't know if their home still stood in one piece. They
were cut off from relatives, bewildered as to whether
anything remained. This did happen. It could happen again.
Being separated from family, not being able to go the bank
for money, having to ask friends for money; these were
humbling experiences that few want to relive. Homeless
people are no different than ourselves. Many of these
people are just the victim of changing financial situations or
working conditions.
Yes, many are fortunate. But think of those that aren't as
fortunate. Think of those that did lose their homes, those
that lost everything. The students that did can feel the
reality of having nothing. These same people should help
support the cause for the homeless.
One group's support is not enough to adequately aid this
major problem facing America. It will take a united effort
to come close to eliminating this problem.
It starts with you. A small amount of effort can achieve
miracles. Students should strive together to start a campaign to help those less fortunate.
The Tiger publicizes the humanitarian projects done by
organizations. Generally these projects only last a couple of
days, possibly a week, even though the events may be
annual. The times that a push for donations are made are
during the holidays like Thanksgiving and Christmas. That
is not enough. Homelessness is not a seasonal problem. It
lasts year round.
Fund raisers are a start, but it falls short of reaching the
goal of solving the problem. Students should ask that as
little as one percent of all traffic fines be donated to a
charity. The students cry as to how much is paid for a simple
parking ticket. Why not at least allocate some of that money
to benefit a local volunteer group?
The annual blood drive between Clemson and the University of South Carolina could also include a challenge
between the two schools to bring in the most canned food
to benefit the homeless. Donations at the stadium gates
could also achieve tremendous results with very little time
and effort involved.
The Tiger challenges any organization to join, match ,or
begin its own program to help the less fortunate. The Tiger
will accept any canned food donations to help the homeless
from now until winter break. Donations will then be taken
to a local shelter for the homeless, because, contrary to
some people's opinion, the problem is not isolated in major
cities, it's right here.
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Backwards people should leave
The following is a letter to the
editor that The Tiger received this
week:
As a Clemson University Student of three years, I must say that
I am enraged at the nerve of the
Negro students here. In my opinion,
it makes absolutely no sense for a
Negro to come to Clemson and then
do nothing but complain about what
it has to offer them. What ...were
they so unaware of the fact that
Clemson is (and always will be)
predomantly white ? Obviously they
did not investigate their potential
colleges very well. With this in
mind, why don't all of the restless
Negroes transfer to South Carolina
State College? (A fine educational
institution . . . Yeah right!!)
"The Majority"
Dear Majority (Whatever that is
supposed to mean or imply),
Journalists as a rule, generally
do not respond to letters to the editor.
For your letter, however, I made an
exception.
It is a shame that someone as
closed-minded and backward as
you, a self-proclaimed spokesman
forthe "majority," was allowed into
a school such as Clemson University. I don't know how many of you
there are in this "majority," but I am
glad for your sakes that you did not
sign your names to the letter.
For anyone to suggest that all
blacks or any other minority should
have not come to Clemson University because "the majority" deems
it a "white" school is ludicrous. All
>eople in this country, regardless of

Managing
Editor
S. Dean
Lollis

Gjt > 1

race or origin, are gauranteed the
right to a quality education. "The
Majority," however, seems to want
to muck up the system and not allow some of our brightest students
into schools because their skin is a
different color.
Discussions I've had with students in the past few weeks have
helped to open up my eyes to some
of the problems of minorities on
campus. But you can never have a
full understanding of the feelings of
a group unless you have experienced
them.
When I was working on the
minority retention story, I discovered a couple of retention programs
that I didn't even know existed. But
there was a down side to that article,
too.
Outside of the few programs in
certain departments, there isn't
much more that Clemson can offer
to minority students. There are few
places to go and limited social opportunities.
Someone even told me that these
programs were a waste because they
targeted only black students. They
don't have retention programs for

white students, he sa*id. They
shouldn't have them for black students either. Then again, I guess he
has never had to experience the
culture shock of going to school in
which he is a minority.
When I investigated the year
1988,1 was shocked at the articles
I read in The Tiger from that year. It
was like a scene from the 1950s and
I could not believe that ideas like
those still existed. This letter from
the majority just goes to prove that
I thought wrong and misjudged
some of my peers.
My final article in the three-part
series was last week and I got to talk
to Jamelle Heyward, chairman of
the Minority Council. I learned
what her organization is doing to
try to increase interaction and representation between groups on
campus.
They are not "restless Negroes"
as you say they are, they are
Clemson students who are working
to protect the interests of their peers
— pretty much what every other
group on campus is doing.
You suggest the solution to minority problems on campus is for
black students to transfer. I think
the solution to campus racial problems is for backwards, closedminded people such as yourself to
pack up and move away. Maybe
Forsythe County, Ga. is more along
the lines of the proper place for
your type.
Thank you,
Dean Lollis
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editor-in-chief
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Speaking Out

Kim Hannah/staff photographer

QUESTION:

Manning not in touch
I'd like to comment on the article written by Terry Manning last
week. Mr. Manning suggests it is "time for our leaders to lead us." I
completely agree with him on this point. However, I disagree with the
way he handled the situation. I have known Mr. Manning for about
three years and never have I known someone with so much knowledge
to be so very reluctant to impart this "wisdom" with his fellow students.
Yes, I have also witnessed many of the "flaming novae" he referred to.
I have also watched small, seemingly insignificant groups mature into
organizations determined to improve the conditions of the University's
Afro American community as well as the surrounding area. Three years
ago, my organization, the NAACP, did not even exist on this campus.
Since our inception, we have been involved in tutoring programs,
recognizing Afro-American students for excelling academically, and
we are currently working with the National Dropout Center on a Big
Brother/Sister type program. These are only a few of the projects the
NAACP and other organizations have been involved in.
So before making any more hasty judgments I suggest, Mr. Manning, you find out what's going on in each organization, then you can
give more accurate assessments of their leaders. I am quite sure you and
the organizations could learn a great deal from each other. In closing
I'd like to say that a leader will only accomplish what his followers will
allow him to.
Darrin Moore
President, NAACP.

Parking people unprofessional
I am writing in regards to an incident which occurred on Monday,
Sept. 24, at approximately 3:30 p.m., at University Square Mall, while
I was resolving a traffic fine. I came in that day to pay a traffic fine that
was written against me because I parked in a faculty space at 4:20 p.m.,
in the afternoon. (Just for the record, I hold down a full time job during
the day, and I have a class at 4:40, so there was no way that I could have
been there earlier than 4:15 p.m. I was willing; however, to accept
responsibility for my actions, and pay the fine. In case you need to
know, the traffic violation was number 560811).
I came in and paid the fine with cash. In receipt, I received a
photcopied cash ticket which obviously does not provide any traceability,
as to if the fine was actually paid. I asked the clerk if she would mind
writing the ticket number on the cash ticket, and initial it, so that I might
have a record in the unlikely event that the computer system lost track
of the fine resolution. She refused, became hostile and said (I quote) "I
don't go around giving my initials to just anybody." At that time, a
gentleman overhearing the conversation agreed to initial my cash ticket
(It may have been Mr. Pace, If it was, I thank you.)
The point here was not that I needed initials on my cash ticket, it is
the unjustified hostile response that I received from the clerk. Certain
people may get away with treating students that way, presumably
because that they (the students) may not know any better. In the
business world, people do not treat other people that way. The request
I made was not unreasonable.
On the other hand, the traffic department at Clemson is a State run
business, so to what degree this letter may effect the operation of this
organization is questionable. The students HAVE to pay traffic fees to
park on campus, and HAVE to pay fines to be able to register the next
semester. Students need to be treated with the same degree of respect
as with any other dealings on a business or commercial level, most
certainly if they have shown no disrespect to you or your employees.
Kenneth V. Bridgers

Hatf ield bashing begins
After sitting in 90 degree heat on Saturday only to see Max Lennon's
super coach, Ken Hatfield, get out-coached for the second time this
season, I thought it was time to express my frustrations.
I would like to say that I am proud of the football team for doing as
well as they have under the conditions. The coach they loved and were
recruited by is gone. They were left with the thoughts and memories of
the glory days, gone forever.
Now, they must practice under conditions far different than they are
used to. After last year's bowl game, many experts talked of Clemson
possibly making a run for the National Championship. Max Lennon
obviously had other plans. He was tired of Clemson being known as a
football school and not as a academic institution. So, Max and his
buddy, Bobby Robinson, decided to take action. I am sure we all
remember what happened next. It's pretty well known now that Mr.
Ford was run out of his coaching position, because Mr. Lennon did not
agree with his morals or philosophies. Mr. Lennon proceeded next to
hire a coach that would be a puppet to his desires for the football
program.
I thank Max for games where we've come up short, because of lack
of efficient coaching, when we needed a crucial victory. I hope he was
happy Saturday, when his hand-picked coach seemed to know only one
play and that was, "run up the middle."
I enjoy seeing Clemson football games, but I'm tired of wondering
what Hatfield is going to do every week. I always had confidence in
Danny Ford, but I can't seem to find it with Ken Hatfield. He is a great
guy and a "nice man." Maybe that is part of his problem, he's too nice.
He is trying too hard not to hurt anyone's feelings, but his methods do
not seem to be paying off.
Now with two losses, I think to next year when our talent level should
not drop. I hope by then Coach Hatfield will have control of where our
team needs to be headed.
And to the football team, I say thanks for hanging in there and for not
quitting. .
•
Brian A.Carpenti

Tell the editor! Mail letters to
The Tiger, Box 2097. Letters must be typed and have
the author's name and phone number.

When do you think would be the ideal time for fall break?

I think it should be
Thanksgiving would
It should be combined
around the 21st of
be the best time for
with the Thanksgivfall break!
October.
ing holidays.
Kim Brown
Aaron Arnett
Lori Jackson
senior
sophomore
junior

Break doesn't serve students
Monday morning, as my alarm
clock insistently blared a 7:00 a.m.
wake up call in my ear, I found it
difficult to get out of bed. It just
wasn't those well known Monday
morning blahs preventing a cheerful rise and shine.
Instead, the haunting realization
that fall break remained two weeks
ahead created a sense of dread toward the idea of beginning still yet
another week of classes.
Fall break scheduled for Nov. 4
and 5, does not spl it the semester up
properly.
Stanley Smith, registrar and
member of the calender committee
which assists in setting the date for
fall break, said that several years
ago apian for determining fall break
was implemented that "just turns
itself on."
On May 13, 1977, a law stating
that all state supported colleges and
universities, technical education
centers and schools will be closed
on general election day in November of each even year was signed by
the governor making it a S.C. law.
Therefore, on election years at
Clemson, fall break is scheduled so
that election day lies within the
break to adhere to this law.
I can accept this, fully aware that
the law is the law. However, what
should be designed for the benefit
of students (and faculty), fall break,
has been conveniently placed
around election day so that an academic day is not lost.
The University of South Carolina
Registrar, Luther Gunther, said that
in the past their fall break was
pushed back to election day but the
students didn't like it and complained to the president. The presi-

dent worked with the students so
that fall break would be at midterm. They also have election day
off.
He said that there are a lot of
factors to keep in mind when developing a calender. Problems do
arise, such as home football games
being switched to fall break weekends because of television or having to add a day somewhere to make
up for election day.
Dealing with these factors
though, he added resulted in a
calender "made strictly for the students."
"We tried our best to make a fair
calender and a reasonable calender
academically. If you're going to
give a fall break you're really supposed to do it at mid-term," he said.
That is the key point to remember. A fall break should be at midterm if the students' best interests
are the primary objective.
Central Wesleyan College
schedules their fall break at midterm.
N.C. State also schedules their
fall break at mid-term and the same
can be said of UNC at Chapel Hill.
Classes started Aug. 30. Their fall
break was on Oct. 4 and 5 and the
semester ends on Dec. 11. David
Lanier, registrar of UNC at Chapel

Hill, said that their fall break is
determined mathematically. The
semester is 16 weeks long and fall
break usually falls on the eighth
week.
It seems that these universities
and colleges recognize the fact that
a fall break should be at mid-term.
Here at Clemson though, fall
break does not occur at mid-term.
Last year, which was not an
election year, fall break was on Oct.
30 and 31. That is still pretty close
to this year's November dates.
Smith said that next year fall break
will be on Oct. 21 and 22, a week
sooner than I he 1989 date and two
weeks before this year's.
After struggling to arrive at that
awaited fall break, the Thanksgiving holiday arrives in only two
weeks, followed by Christmas in
three weeks. It becomes clear that a
fall break scheduled around election
day does not split the semester up
the way it should.
The system used to determine
the dates of fall break, especially on
election years, needs to be questioned. Indisputably, S.C. law creates a necessity to observe electior
day as a recognized holiday in state
supported schools.
If fall break in a S.C. school is tc
fall at mid-term then, it become;
necessary to make up the extra daj
off (election day).
Students need to decide foi
themselves if fall break in Novem
ber is too late in the semester tc
serve its intended purpose— to spli
up the semester. Take complaint;
to those individuals who can makt
these changes and who supposedly
have the students' best interests ir
mind.

Viewpoints
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Bush mentality de-emphasizing principles
GEORGE F. WILL
WASHINGTON —When
King Edward I in 1294 summoned
the clergy and demanded half their
income, the dean of St. Paul's
dropped dead on the spot. That
was a tax protest beyond the
dreams (so far) of Newt Gingrich.
The 1990 budget tedium began
a few months ago with promises
to cut about $50 billion from a
deficit ofabout $200 billion. Then
the promise was revised to $40
billion from a deficit of about
$250 billion. Now it is $34 billion
(the costs of Desert Shield will
not be counted) from a deficit that
probably will be well over $300
billion.
The newest "deadline" (cross
the line and die? hardly) that will
be missed is Oct. 19. By theh, the
House and Senate are supposed to
have approved the various committee plans for cutting spending
and raising revenues to comply
with this week's achievement, the
budget resolution.
That resolution is a promise.
The reconciliation bill due by Oct.
19 is the delivery. Those committees have Democratic majorities.
President Bush has been reduced
to a bystander.
His "summit" deal collapsed in
part because the process that produced it made most of Congress
marginal. And Bush's aides (the
tone of a White House is set at the
very top and trickles down)
seemed overbearing.
Richard Darman, the budget

syndicated
columnist

director, is commonly called
"brilliant," but that handicap is
no excuse for ignoring banal but
important truths, such as- Decisions made without the concurrence of Congress are in the
subjunctive mood.
John Sununu (who dismissed a
Republican senator, Mississippi' s
Trent Lott, as "insignificant") is
not the first clever person to become impatient with the culture
of Congress, or to relish the role
of a President's designated thug.
(Heard on Capitol Hill. You are in
a room with Saddam Hussein,
Gadhafi and Sununu and you have
only two bullets. What do you do?
Answer. Shoot Sununu twice.)
But the serious problem is
Bush's mentality, one that produces his preference for
policymaking in private, by a few,
in an aura of bipartisanship that
blurs party differences by de-emphasizing principles and ideas.
This preference is afacet of Bush's
and his White House's temperament, concerning which there is
confusion.
What has been described as
Bush's modesty is actually arrogance. His modesty is supposedly
shown by his emotional
minimalism, his complacent inarticulateness, his de-emphasis to
the point of disparagement of the
rhetorical dimension of the presidency. Bush and his handlers have

spent 20 months telling the country what the country this month
has told him. He is no Reagan.
He discounts rhetoric because
he discounts persuasion of the
public. He is governing less by
continuous acts of public consent
than by a small elite's entitlement, the right of the political
class to take care of business cozily.
So, naturally, he has no need to
do what Reagan did—argue, persuade, precipitate confrontations
with Congress, force polarizing
choices. All those things shave
points off a President's popularity, but solidify a committed base
outside Washington's beltway.
Now the mountain (actually,
the Hill) will labor mightily and
bring forth a modified mouselet, a
package of mini-measures cutting
the 1991 deficit about 10 or 12
percent (depending on the gravity
of the recession). The economic
effects of $34 billion trimmed
from the $300 billion deficit of a
$1.3 billion budget in a $5 trillion
economy will be trivial. But the
political consequences of this
month's spectacle may be large.
We stand on the lip of a recession, and perhaps of war, with a
President who is being outmaneuvered and toyed with by
Democrats who like him as much
as ever and fear him less than
ever. A President who will not
appeal over Congress' head to the
country is Congress' dream.
By his capital-gains obsession,
Bush is dissipating the principal
Reagan effect on the Republican

Party, the appeal to those bluecollar Democrats who for a while
stopped seeing Republicans as
"the rich." And Bush's syrupy
bipartisanship—secluded summits, Sunday togetherness in the
Rose Garden—is convincing an
unenthralled public that Republicans are not, as until recently had
been thought, better than Democrats at budgeting.
Finally, incumbents of both
parties are being hurt as the budget debacle fuels a nationwide
campaign to limit the number of
terms elected officials can serve.
In 1988, the Baltimore Orioles
lost 108 games with a lot of expensive veteran players. Then the

Orioles management thought.
Hey, we can lose 107 games with
hungry, spirited rookies—and
might do better. In 1989, the Orioles had baseball's youngest team,
and smallest payroll—and almost
won a division title.
Today many voters are saying.
Hey, 535 political rookies—535
people plucked from the concourse at O'Hare Airport—could
bolix things up as badly as the
experienced politicians have done
(how experienced do you have to
be to close the Washington
Monument?) and they might do
better.
(c) 1990, Washington Post Writers Group

Don't miss the..

CCemson University
Qrwf^Lia&irshi]) Academy
October 26-27* 1990
Changing to Meet the
Challenges!
For More Information,
call 656-0519
Late Registration Deadline:
October 26
The Clemsdn University Office of
Student Development Activities
104 Holtzendorff Center

GET A REAL JOB
WITHOUT LEAVING CAMPUS!
On behalf of the entire Division of Student Affairs, let us offer you the opportunity to learn more about the
mission and profession of Student Affairs. October 21-27, 1990 has been selected nationally to observe "National Careers in Student Affairs Week." The Division of Student Affairs will proudly participate in this observance with the goal of both promoting our profession and educating interested individuals regarding the mission and roles of Student Affairs professionals at Clemson University and elsewhere.
1)

Monday, October 22,1990 11:00am-2:00pm
Palmetto Ballroom
A Drop-In has been scheduled which will allow you to visit different tables where
representatives from various Student Affairs departments will be available to discuss their activities, career possibilities and answer your questions about Student Affairs.
2)

Tuesday & Wednesday, October 23-24,1990 1:00pm-4:00pm
Stud. Affairs Offices
Open House visitations will be offered to allow interested students to see the
different Student Affairs offices and facilities, as well as meet more casually with selected department staff. You may visit as many locations as desired within the following schedule:
Tuesdav:
Undergraduate Admissions - Lobby, Sikes Hall
1)
Records & Registration - Lobby, Sikes Hall
2)
Financial Aid - Lobby, Sikes Hall
3)
Redfern Health Center - Front Desk
4)
Conference Services - Clemson House Front Desk
5)
Academic Advising - TV Lounge of Mauldin Hall
6)
Wednesday:
Housing - Holtzendorff Lobby
7)
Student Development - Holtzendorff Lobby
8)
University Union - 706 University Union
9)
Career Center - 804 Univ. Union or Holtzendorff Lobby
10)
Intramurals - Main Office, Fike Recreation Center
11)
Athletics - Lobby of Jervey Athletic Center
12)
VPSA Office - 202 Sikes
13)

o
o
o
oo
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Campus Digest
Post Office
extends hours
The Clemson University Post
Office has extended its operating
hours by one hour at the stamp and
service counter and by 30 minutes
at the package pick-up window.
The new hours for the stamp and
service counter are 8 a.m.-4:30p.m.,
and the package pick-up window is
now open from noon-5 p.m. The
new hours went into effect Monday,
October 15, 1990.
Package pick-up is available at
the service counter, however the
Post Office encourages the use of
the package pick-up window for
quicker service.

Nursing Center
to offer flu shots
The Nursing Center is offering
flu shots to the general public from
now until early December.
Innoculation is especially important for high-risk groups —
people over 65, those susceptible to
upper respiratory illnesses and those

with weak immune systems, said
Juanita Lee, nursing center director.
Flu is a common wintertime
malady that kills thousands of
Americans each year and makes a
lot of others miserable. But the shot
can prevent flu or make the symptoms much less severe.
Pregnant women and children
under the age of 3 should consult
their private physician before taking the vaccine.
People who are allergic to
chicken feathers, eggs or chicken
dander should not receive the vaccine without consulting their physicians, Lee said.
The cost is $6.
The Nursing Center is part of the
College of Nursing located on South
Palmetto Boulevard.

INFO-EXPO to
demonstrate computer technology
All computer-based information
resources provided by the Division
of Computing and Information
Technology and the University Libraries will be demonstrated next

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE
Woolrich Sweaters, Flannel
Shirts, Jackets
Champion Sweats
Jansport Bookbags
Plus Many More Items

Downtown Clemson

CHEAP AIR FARES
Book now for Best Fares
• Fall Break •
• Thanksgiving •

week at INFO EXPO.
The event, open to all students,
faculty and staff, will be held in the
Cooper Library lobby on Wednesday, Oct. 24 from 12 noon to 5:00
p.m. and again on Thursday, Oct.
25 from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m..
The entire lobby area will be
transformed into an exposition area
where faculty and staff will demonstrate exactly how to access a
wide array of computer-based resources. For example, students will
see on-line systems that are used
for career placement, pre-registration, academic records access, and
electronic mail.
Faculty and staff can become
more familiar with the Employee
Information System, financial and
personnel records, and CD-Rom
resources.
All attendees can also learn more
about the wide range of information
databases found in the DORIS and
LUIS systems. Consultants and librarians will be available to answer
questions and discuss needs and
plans for other services.
Technical staff will answer
specific questions about remote
access and the computer ID assigned
to each student, faculty and staff
member.

Whitlock
Scholarship
awarded
Clemson University junior John
P. Sanders of Summerville has received the Douglas Whitlock
Scholarship. Sanders, a ceramic
engineering major, will use the

ON
SALE
NOW

TROUBLE TRIBE
Featuring: Tattoo,
Here Comes Trouble, Boy's Mifiht Out

$7.99 tape
$11.99 <d
...and if that's not cheap
enough, how about

CHILD'S PLAY
RAT RACK
Kealuring: Rat Race,
Day Aflff Night, My Bolllf

come by and pick up a free
sampler tape of Slaughter,
Child's Play and Trouble
Tribe to try before you buy.

CW£ PMY

Chrysalis.

$Q\C cnc|s

November 2, 1990

347 College Ave,
Downtown
654-6413

BUDGET TALKS GO BEHIND
DOORS:
The year-long public debate over
taxes and spending goes behind
closed doors this week, where a few
congressional leaders will decide
who foots the $500 billion bill for
cutting the deficit. Their job: reconcile vastly different Senate and
House budget plans. The deadline
is midnight Friday to prevent another government shutdown.

BUSH SAYS HE WILL
VETO:
The year's most important civil
rights bill was effectively defeated
Tuesday when the Senate passed it,
but without enough votes to override a promised presidential veto.
The bill was approved 62-34, five
short of the needed 67. Bush said
the measure was a bonanza for
lawyers and would force employers
to hire and promote by a quota
system. The House votes Wednesday.
CENSUS RECOUNTING U.S.
HOMES:
The Census is recounting 5
percent of the nation's homes in a
final push to get things right. The
bureau's unprecedented move, announced Tuesday, was triggered by

STORM ON SATURN:
A monstrous storm nearly twice
as wide as Earth has bubbled up on
Saturn, exciting astronomers so
much the $ 1.5 million Hubble Space
Telescope will monitor it. The ovalshaped white spot measures some
12,500 miles wide by 3,100 miles
long. NASA's Hubble telescope
will study the growing storm if it is
still alive the first week of November.
REDS BEAT A'S:
The Cincinnati Reds upset the
Oakland A' s 7-0 in the first game of
the World Series Tuesday. Jose
Rijo threw seven shutout innings,
backed by relief pitcher Rob Dibble,
to beat Oakland and pitcher Dave
Stewart - ending his six-game
postseason winning streak. Eric
Davis sparked the Reds with a tworun, first-inning home run. He added
a sixth-inning RBI single against
reliever Todd Burns.
DENVER DOES NOT ALLOW
PIGS:
Ginny Ragsdale wanted a
"yuppie puppy" for her Denver
high-rise apartment. But her puppy
is a Vietnamese pot-bellied pig and
Denver law would have to be change
before she could get one. Ragsdale
goes before the city zoning committee Wednesday to ask that a law
banning swine be changed. Fairfax
County, Va., voted to uphold their
ban. San Francisco and Beverly
Hills allow them.

©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network

AIXT

Across From Shoney's
654-8440

Collegiate
Investment Challenge™

REAL
LOW PRICES

REAL
ROCK

National

6,500 cities nationwide that said
the Census missed a lot of people.
In all, about 5 million houses will
be rechecked, at the cost to the
Census of $1 a house.

Last year we made over 14,000 students
Wall Street Tycoons in the...

• Christmas •
Small World Travel
Across From Dominos Two Location! In Clsmwn
654-6125

SI ,000 scholarship to continue his
study of structural clays.
He also will work in the
University's ceramic engineering
department Center for Engineering
Ceramic Manufacturing.
Mrs. Douglas Whitlock established the scholarship in honor of
her late husband. He was president
of the Structural Clay Products Institute, now called the Brick Institute of America and located in
Reston, Va.

November 1,1990 to February 28,1991
scholarship award of $25,000.
Imagine cashing that check! Top
winners receive weekly national
recognition from USA TODAY.
You can follow the current
standings of the AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge
every Monday during the
competition in the "MONEY"
section of USA TODAY.

Enter this year's competition
and you'll become a Wall Street
tycoon, buying and selling stocks
with your own $500,000 brokerage account. If you're the best
trader at the end of this national
stock market competition, you'll
be cashing a check for a very
real $25,000!

Real Trading
There is no better way to get
hands-on stock market experience. You're on the phone, calling your broker on a toll-free
AT&T 800 Service line to
buy and sell stocks. "Give me
$100,000 worth of SARA LEE
and another $50,000 worth of
AT&T." You start with a fictitious
$500,000 brokerage account.
c ash Scholarship Awards
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th.

$25,000
10,000
7,500
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000

Win a trip for you and a guest compliments
of the Holiday Inn Lucaya Beach Resort in
Freeport, Grand Bahama, Bahamas and the
Bahamas Ministry of Tourism.

Build your portfolio from over
5,000 stocks listed on the OTC,
New York, and American Stock
Exchanges. Brokers will give you
up-to-the-second quotes and execute your orders. Monthly statements will keep you informed
of your fortunes.

Enter and Win
The Third Annual AT&T
Collegiate Investment Challenge begins the morning of
November 1, 1990 and ends on
February 28, 1991. Your trading
can lead to fame, a great Bahamas
tan, and a $25,000 fortune. Call
now to enter or to get your
free brochure.

Real Prizes
Over $200,000 in total prizes
will be awarded! This includes
cash scholarship awards, trips
to the Bahamas, and hundreds
of monthly prizes from Champion USA. More than 1,000 winners in all. You can win a cash

Registration deadline:
October 27,1990.
Entry fee only

$49.95

Co-sponsored by:

The Bahamas
C M 1L
Ministry of Tourism

Call Today
I U.S.A.

1800 545-1990 W33

The AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge Is produced and managed by Wall Street Games, Inc., 40 Grove Street. Wellesley, MA 02181.
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Fusion research center location up for grabs
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
Four U.S. cities and five foreign
countries are anxiously awaiting a
decision about "the alternative energy source of the future."
The prize is a $275 million research center that will design a
prototype for the world's first
commercial nuclear fusion reactor.
Planners predict the futuristic power
plant will produce its first megawatt
for public consumption by the year
2025.
"If you look at the options that
the U.S. has for the production of
unlimited energy with reasonable
environmental and safety characteristics, the options are not many,"
said Charles Baker of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory's fusion division —one of the sites vying for the
project.
In Washington, D.C., representatives of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor—
a consortium of the United States,

said he will recommend a fusion
energy program as part of the national energy strategy and the 1992
budget.

Soviet Union, European Community and Japan — are meeting this
week to discuss the project and the
process they'll use to select a site. A
decision is not expected formonths.
Austin, Texas, Boston, Oak
Ridge, Tenn., and San Diego are
competing with cities in Germany,
France, Canada, Italy and Japan to
lure the project.
Fusion, the process of creating
energy by combining atoms, is regarded by some scientists as a safer
and cleaner flip side to fission, the
process used at Three Mile Island,
Chernobyl and every other nuclear
power plant in the world, which
splits atoms. As a result, many regard fusion as the alternative energy
source of the future.
So it's no surprise that the
competition to land the research
center has been fierce.
The choice of a U.S. city will
send a clear signal that fusion research will play a key role in future
U.S. energy policies. This month,
Energy Secretary James D. Watkins

"We're talking
about drawingboard designs
here. We're not
talking about reality."
Scott Denman
director of the Safe
Energy Communication
Council
Environmental groups are reserving judgment.
"We're talking about drawing-

as* W#

Dr. C's
Call 653-DRCS for faster
services.
BI-LO Plaza

• Hand Crafted "futon"
mattresses
• Convertible recliner
sofabeds
• Custom fabric, tie
dying, & more
• Open Mon. 11-9 &
ll-6Tues.-Sat.
• Closed Weds. &
Sun. Call 654-6943
•Free Shirt w/$ 100
purchase

"si

3.00 OFF

j any whole ice cream or yogurt
cake and log
Exp. 10/30/90

:—

** M*
251 Victoria Square 654-9243 FREE DELIVERY
I

LARGE
PIZZA

| MEDIUM PRICE
Redeem this coupon for a
Large Pizza and pay only the
Medium Pizza Price
\foid with other promotions or coupons.
One coupon ocr customer, per pizza,
please. Good for dine-in, carrout and
delivery (where Available). Certain
delivery restrictions may apply.

; Par Cheezie's
Void with other offers.
Offer expires November 2, 1990

Par Cheezie's Pairs
Medium

Large

$10.99

$13.99

Additional toppings
covers both pizzas. $ 1.39

$ 1.79.

2 Cheese Pizzas
Pan. Original or

Thin.

2 Combo Pizzas
Pan, Original or
Thin

1

Futon Factory

Ch

!
|

often used in balloons—and radioactive waste that is not long-lived
— 10 to 20 years, not hundreds or
thousands of years.
— Heat from a fusion reactor
could operate a conventional steam
turbine and electrical generator to
create power.
Cities competing to attract the
fusion project have been stressing
their international appeal and housing.
—Oak Ridge is working with its
local public school system to establish programs for international
students — children of visiting scientists.
— The Massachusetts Institute
of Technology is pitching ar. ev.
isting international school program,
rent control and cultural activities.
— The University of Texas at
Austin pitches the area's inexpensive housing market.
— San Diego is willing to build
housing through bond expenditures
to provide cheap rental apartments.

Dr. C's Soups and Chilis
available through the winter
months!

"Elegant sofa by
day
"Wonderfulsteep by
night

The

board designs here. We're not talking about reality," said Scott
Denman, director of the Safe Energy Communication Council, a
Washington, D.C., coalition of environmental organizations. "The
early indication is that these reactors
would be potentially safer than existing reactors, but there's no absolute assurance of that."
Said Dan Reicher of the Natural
Resources Defense Council: "It's a
distant technology and I think the
jury's still out on its potential environmental impacts."
Fusion advocates say the benefits are clear:
— A virtually inexhaustible
supply. The primary fuel for fusion
is a form of hydrogen (deuterium)
found in ordinary water.
— A relatively clean and safe
way of producing electricity. Unlike fission, which produces longlived radioactive waste, fusion
merges atoms through a superheating process and creates helium
—a non-radioactive, non-toxic gas

$13.99

Your Favorite
Par Cheeziefs
Pizza

$3 or $2
OFF

$16.99

2 Combo Deluxe
Pizzas - Pan
$14.99 $17.99
Original or Thin.
NO COUPON REQUIRED

1

Use this coupon for S3 OFF a
Large or $2.00 OFF a
Medium Thin, Original or
Pan Crust Pizza

L.

Void with other offers.
Offer expires November 2,1990
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HOW TO GET THE BIGGEST
& BEST DIAMOND
YOU CAN AFFORD

AtSkatell s wc want you to know more about diamonds before you buy.
That s why we want you to see our FREE Diamond seminar. It's your
chance to learn how the experts evaluate and judge diamonds. We know
you U appreciate more than ewer the quality and value of Skatell's diamonds.
Also every diamond comes with a written appraisal and a Diamond warranty
of our commitment to you. Why the extraordinary commitment? It's simply
because we believe good customers, like fine diamonds, should be forever.
MEMBER WORLDS LARGEST BUYING GROUP

a®

INDEPENDENT JEWELERS ORGANIZATION

ATTENTION CLEMSON STUDENTS
Bring in your student ID, and receive an additional 10% off any sale or regular price purchase.
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PLAN,
from page one
"Financial systems software in
the business office has not been
demonstrated to be inadequate," the
resolution says.
Users of the University's information system have said that significant problems with the system
concern policies for using it rather
than the system itself, Mrs. Hare
said.
"A lot of what they are complaining about is fixable with minor
changes," she said.
Faculty members are concerned
about the cost of the proposed
software and the funding in this
tight budget year.
The software, with annual
maintenance fees and any necessary
hardware, may end up costing more
than the estimated cost of between
$2 million and $3 million, Hare
said.
The software cost will be spread
over six years, averaging about
$400,000 a year, Larson said.
Larson's budget will absorb 40
percent of the cost. He found the
necessary money in his budget by
eliminating positions now vacant
and re-arranging job duties, he said.
Sixty percent of the money for
the software will come from the
general University administrative
budget, he said, adding that aca-

demic funding would not be penalized by the purchase of the software.
Eventually the new system may
make some of the manual steps
now necessary in accounting procedures obsolete and reduce staff
costs, he said.
Larson said he is willing to discuss with interested faculty members why the system is needed and
how it can help the University.
However, the Faculty Senate resolution will not slow the process of
buying the software, he said.
"The bottom line is we identified
a problem for the University, spent
two years studying the problem,
tried to identify a financing proposal
that minimized the impact on the
campus. The last step is that we will
pick the one that is the most costeffective and timely," he said.
A bid package is being prepared
and will be sent out to vendors in
about a week, he said. Proposals
from vendors are expected by
Jan.15.
Clemson's Division of Computing and Information. Services is
expected to submit a proposal along
with outside vendors.
According to Larson, a decision
on the software is expected shortly
after the proposals are received.

Be a part of TheTiger news
staff and make yourself known.
There are only four issues left
this semester. Don't let this opportunity slip away. Call 6564006 for details.
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October 15, 1990
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AT THE INSTITUTE
Oct. 18, 1:30-3:30 p.m.

Fall Economic Outlook Conference. Three speakers
address the national, regional, and S. C. outlook. Fee event
($30) for public. To be held in the Strom Thurmond Institute
Auditorium.

Oct. 18,8:00 p.m.

THIRD THURSDAY AT THE THURMOND. The
Revolution in Europe: What Does it Mean?
Three panelists discuss the German consolidation and
Eastern European revolution. Public event. To be held in the
Strom Thurmond Institute Auditorium.

Oct. 26, 7:30 a.m.

Uncertainty and Planning in Public Electric Utilities.
A conversation with Aynsley K'ellow, Senior Lecturer in Public
Policy at Deakin University, Australia and a Fellow of die Strom
Thurmond Institute. To be held in the Nancy Thurmond Room.

Oct. 26, 3:30 p.m.

Germany in the United Europe. Conversation with Dr.
Gebhard Schweigler, Senior Research Associate for the
Research Institute for International Politics and Security,
Foundation for Science and Politics, Ebenhausen, Germany,
where he is in charge of American Studies. To be held in the
Nancy Thurmond Room.

Nov. 2,3:30 p.m.

Conversation with Andrey Lebedev, First Secretary, The
Embassy of the Union of Soviet Specialist Republics. To be
held in the Nancy Thurmond Room.

Nov. 15, 8:00 p.m.

THIRD THURSDAY AT THE THURMOND.
International Trade at the Crossroads. Address by Ann
Brunsdale, Chairman, International Trade Commission,
Washington, D.C. Public event. To be held in the Strom
Thurmond Auditorium.

Nov. 16,7:00 p.m.

Second Annual Harris Page Smith Memorial Lectures
in Local Government. Municipal Government in
South Carolina Today by Thomas A. Drayton, President of
the Municipal Association of South Carolina and Mayor of
Bishopville. Public event. To be held in the Strom Thurmond
Institute Auditorium.
County Government in South Carolina Today by
Kenneth Huckaby, President of the South Carolina Association
of Counties and Spartanburg County Clerk of Court.
Public event. To be held in the Strom Thurmond Institute
Auditorium.
For more information, contact the Institute, 656-4700.

VOTE^T
BY
ABSENTEE

mi .or

Being out of town on
Election Day doesn't,
mean you lose your
power to vote. Call
your local Board of
Elections for more
information on absentee
voting. Find out how
easy it is to vote
by absentee ballot.

FEEL THE

, POWER

mOTEAMERKA
'

A*«»CASHJIU« «P(NDSONAMI0lCA5vOIl«

Zeta Tau Alpha Fraternity for women
sends good luck wishes to the Tigers
for the NC State football game.
As we hold Great Expectations for
Clemson University, Zeta Tau Alpha anticipates
an exciting fall colonization on campus.
ZTA Colonization Rush
October 27-31

Take it,
momma,
take it!

Create the greatest of
expectations through ZTA.
For more information, call
the Panhellenic Office.

•«*
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Four Tennessee students accused of sexual assault Fraternity
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — The
three University of Tennessee
football players who have been
suspended because of an allegation
that they sexually assaulted a co-ed
are not expected to be charged this
weekend.
Kacy Rodgers, Dewayne Dotson
and Keith Jeter were suspended
Friday from the team by Volunteer
coach Johnny Majors after a woman
filed a complaint with Tennessee
police that the three sexually assaulted her in Gibbs Hall, the athletic dormitory. The alleged attack
took place between 10:30 p.m.
Thursday and 2:30 a.m. Friday.
The incident is being investigated as rape, said Knoxville Police
Department criminologist Larry
Muncy, who has been helping
University of Tennessee police in
their investigation.
Those convicted of a rape involving more than one assailant face

up to 60 years imprisonment.
When asked at a Friday press
briefing if the woman had alleged
she was raped, Tennessee Vice
Chancellor Phil Scheurer said, "I
believe she said she was sexually
assaulted."
School officials are being tightlipped about details except to emphasize that accounts of the incident
differ widely. "I have been told
there is a wide disagreement about
details," Majors said.
"The main thing to be underscored is that the students disagree
about what happened. That's very
important," Tennessee President
Lamar Alexander said.
"We have four of our students
here and the reputations of all four
are at stake and they disagree about
what happened."
Majors said he suspended the
players from the team "despite a
lack of documented information"
because of the seriousness of the
allegations and because team rules
have been violated.

TAPS Pictures
National
Honor Society
Tuesday, October 23, 5:30 pm
Palmetto Ballroom
Old and New Members Welcome
Casual Dress
Reminder: New Member Reception,
October 30 at 7:30 pm,
Lila Holmes Ballroom, Clemson House

Last Day To Withdraw
From A Course Or The University
Without Receiving Final Grades

Monday, October 29,1990
Is The Last Day
For Withdrawal From
A Course Or The University
Without Receiving Final Grades
To Withdraw From A Course,
A Student Must:
...Pick Up A Course Withdrawal Form
From The Student Records Office
104 Sikes Hall
...Secure The Signature Of The Academic
Advisor And The Course Instructor
(Or Department Head)
...Return The Course
Withdrawal Form
To The Student Records Office
No later Than 4:30 P.M.

An 11 p.m. curfew is imposed
routinely on players both the night
before a game and the night before
a team comes into town, as the
University of Florida team did Friday for Saturday's homecoming
game.
The school police department
complaint record shows that the
woman first called the Knoxville

defensive end. Dotson, 19, is a
sophomore and a reserve middle
linebacker. Freshman tailback Keith
Jeter, 19, is a substitute who rarely
plays.
Eileen Kogen, executive director of the Knoxville Sexual Assault
Crisis Center, said she has no firsthand knowledge of the incident,
but "we 're talking about teen-agers.

'We have four of our students here and
the reputations of all four are at stake and
they disagree about what happened."
Lamar Alexander
University of Tennessee President
Police Department, which does not
have jurisdiction on the campus
except in murder investigations. The
woman's call was transferred at 2:58
a.m. to the Tennessee police department, which sent officers to her
dormitory to help her. The woman
was transported to University
Hospital for treatment.
Scheurer said the three players
will stay in school while the investigation is going on.
Muncy, who has 20 years' experience as a criminologist, was the
only Knoxville police employee
called in by school police. "They
have requested no other assistance,"
Knoxville police spokesman Foster
Arnett Jr. said. Any evidence collected is given to school police, he
said.
Rodgers, 21, is a junior starting

Breaking the rules is something
every teen-ager tries."
Breaking rules by being in a
man's room after curfew "doesn't
(automatically) create a situation
that would lead to a sexual assault,"
she said.
In acquaintance rape situations,
the problem is the criminal intent of
the assailant, not that the victim
should have known better, Kogen
said. It is important not to blame
victims, she said.
The fact that her alleged assailants are members of a widely followed football team will create extra
pressure on the woman, Kogen said.
Rape victims face additional pressure if the attacker is in a position of
power or in high standing in the
community, she said.

The Second Annual Black
Womens Emphasis Week
October 22-28,1990

carries football 80 miles
for charity
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor

On Oct. 12, the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity presented a
check for $2,000 to American Heart Association Representative Barbara Pophan,
said Philanthropy Chairman
Cabell Vildibioo.
On Oct. 5, a football was
carried by 30 fraternity
members from the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity house at the
University of Georgia in
Athens to the fraternity house
at Clemson, a trip of 80 miles,
in order to raise the money,
Vildibioo said. The money
was raised by area businesses
making donations.
They began the trip from
Georgia at 6:30 a.m. and arrived in Clemson at 4:30 p.m.
He said the American
Heart Association was chosen to receive the proceeds
because one American every
32 seconds dies of heart related difficulties. It is also
the cause of 1,000,000 deaths
each year - double the rate of
cancer.

"The Ebony Woman:
A Celebration of Her Success"

Monday, Black Women's History Quiz Bowl in the Loggia, 1:30.
Oct .22 Sign up in 201 Mell Hall by 10/19/90
Tuesday Black Women's Emphasis Luncheon 12 noon in the Holmes Ballroom
Oct. 23 Clemson House. R.S.V.P. by 10/17/90 (656-0500)
Thurday, "Precious Jewels Within Reach" Fashion Show
Oct. 25 Daniel Auditorium, 7:30 pm Admission is free!
Saturday, Workshop in women's etiquette, health, and personal grooming and close
Oct. 27 with a rap session. 10:00 am in the Student Senate Chambers.
Admission is free.
Sunday, Church at New Holly Light Baptist Church. Speaker: Evangelist Elaine
Oct. 28 Mims of Greenville, SC
10:30 am vans will pick up students needing transportation from Tillman Hall and Schilletter Dining Hall

TONIGHT
You guys loved them so they're
"coming" for you again.
Hot female dancers 8-10 p.m.
Also join in on our Rumpleminzc
Peppermint Schnappes fun
51 shot (in quantities of four)
served in chocolate cups.
Bart sez, "Eat your shots!"
654-2059

654-2059

Monday, October 29, 1990
Non-Attendance or Cessation Of Class
Attendance Does Not
Constitute Withdrawal
Note: Many Scholarship, Loan and Grant Programs Require
That The Student Maintain Full-Time Enrollment. For Undergraduates. This Means A Minimum Of Twelve Semester Hours.

A private club for members
and their quests IS yr.im & over.

Don't Miss Our Boo at the Zoo Party
Thursday Nov. 1st
Bean Animal
Prizes for best costume!
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"J
1 FREE WORKOUT
-anda FREE Individualized Workout Program
Based on your Personal Fitness Goals
Call to schedule an appointment

TOTAL FITNESS
OF CLEMSON
(formerly Clemson Nautilus)
Clemson Shopping Center

654-3066
coupon expires 10/31/90

Feel uncomfortable
walking back from your
car at night?
The University Police Department offers a
walking escort service from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m.,
nightly.
Call 656-2222 for details.
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Dow Chemical presents plastics lecture
The past, present and future of
plastics for packaging food, consumer and industrial products are
the subjects of an educational program developed by The Dow
Chemical Company. The University Lecture Program was developed
for undergraduate students enrolled
in the Clemson University Packaging Science program.
The lecture program, Monday,
Oct. 15 at 9:00 a.m. at Lehotsky
Hall, Room G22, featured guest
lectures by technical, environmental and marketing representatives
from the Plastics for Packaging Industry Group of Dow Plastics. Each
presentation is customized to
complement CU's packaging curriculum.
The University Lecture Program
is designed to provide objective,
practical, non-commercial information about packaging trends,
emerging technologies, market demands and regulatory/legislative
issues related to plastics, and materials used with plastics, in packaging.
"This program exemplifies our
commitment to the continuous improvement of packaging performance," said Ian Atkinson, vice
president of the Plastics for Packaging Industry Group. "While our
primary frame of reference clearly
is plastics, we will address packaging from a much more general
vantage point to include information on paper, aluminum foil and
other materials used in packaging.
"The objective of this program
is to share information about the
choices and challenges ahead for
those people who will be designing, specifying and producing
packages well into the 21 st century,"
he added. "We view this not only as
an investment in the future of the
technical and marketing community, but also as a vehicle by which
to contribute to the improved environmental and functional performance of packages that will be used
in years to come."

Bill Swain/news editor

Mike Levinson of Dow Plastics presents his section
of the three part lecture entitled "Marketing Leadership Through Understanding."
The Clemson University Lecture Program is being coordinated
through Clemson's packaging science program in the food sciences
department within the College of
Agricultural Sciences.
Clemson's packaging sciences
program began in the 1987-88
academic year. Students have a
choice of two emphasis areas: food
packaging and general packaging.
There are now over 40 students
majoring in packaging and about
90 students enrolled in the classes

being taught this fall.
The Dow Chemical Company
produces and markets a wide variety of plastics for packaging applications.
These plastics, by themselves or
in combination with other raw materials, are successfully used to
package products such as milk,
cheese, produce, meat, toothpaste,
shampoo, medicines, groceries and
the like which preserve and develop
the quality of life that benefits us
all.

I wouldYe bought a Macintosh even without
the student discount.
GragGcllent
Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell University

'The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was
immediately hooked. It's a work of art. I saw the
student pricing and my next move was
ob\ious: get one.
"Some other computers are cheaper, but
they're a pain to learn, and working
•on them can be a grueling experience.
Last year, a friend bought another
kind of computer against my ad\ice
and has used it for maybe 15
hours. What a waste.
"Macintosh, on the other hand,
is a logical extension of the
mind. It lets you concentrate on
what's in your paper, not on how
to get it on paper. You can
create professional-looking
documents in minutes, and you
lose the fear of learning new
programs because they all work
in the same way.
"Once you've worked
with a Macintosh, there's no
turning back."

The Micro Center
Poole Computer Center
P&AS Building
656-3714

Why do people love Macintosh?
Ask them.

c tWO AocM Computor mc AK* t» **»*• togo.
and UKKtMft M r»gn»»r«d MnH o< *eoto Conpww. toe

BOOZE,
from page one

Atlanta's 1996 Summer Olympics budget

portunities to talk with Alcohol
Beverage Control (ABC) officers
about fake ID's to tye-dyeing on
Bowman Field.
At each event a student attends
he or she will be allowed to enter a
contest in which the winner receives
two tickets to the NC State game
and two nights lodging in Raleigh,
N. C.
The tickets were given away at
Edgars Thursday night.
In order to receive the award, the
winner, if under 21, must not register a Blood Alcohol Content(B AC)
on a breathalyzer.
If the winner is over 21, he or she
had to have a BAC below .05. Re—
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The basics of the 1996 Atlanta
Summer Olympics budget, based
on current estimates: (in millions)

fusal to submit to the test will resulted in the forfeiture of the prize.
The week will end with a chance
to get the alcohol awareness educators truly plastered. This will take
place today from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00
p.m. in the Phantom parking lot.
Alcohol Awareness continues
throughout the year. Clemson has
recently received a $ 111,000 grant
over a two year period from The
Fund for the Improvement of Post
Secondary Education.
This grant will increase alcohol
awareness on campus, create peer
educators, and deliver programs to
area high school students, concluded
Ward.

Throw the ball!

Sam Ward, Gannett News Service

Source: Atlanta Organizing Committee

Congratulations
to the Founding Fathers
of the Clemson Colony of

^\.UES/ft
3>
^

John Q. Adams
David Anderson
Scott E. Anderson
Brian Bailey
Brad Bausman
David V. Borranco
J. Victor Brizendine
MotteJ. Brown
Jon Burgess
Jim Burns
Scott Corcoran
Sam Carver
James B. Case
Doug Childs
Tyler Darden
Richard D. Davis
Michael Few
J.B. Fields
Eric Glass.
Reuben R. Goforth
Toby Grove
Ajay Gupta
Henry K. Halka
Corey Hammond
Jimmy Hogan
Daniel J. Kaderadek
Frank Kapp
Doyle Kelley
Will Layman
Jeff Leonard
Wilie W. Linder
Brian Little
Michael B. Lowit

Brenton K. Luce
John D. Martin
Kevin T. Mason
Ken AcArver
Roger McClary
Raymond McDowell
Bill McGevna
Kenneth W. McLeod
Peter S. Menner
Mitch Mitchell
Curtis Moore
Bob Mucuihill
Toni Orosz
Andrew Osborn
Michael Osborne
Scott Page
Carlos E. Perez
David M. Pryputniewiez
Roy V. Ramage
Mike Reames
Morgan L. Reece
Joseph H. Rose
Anthony Sorrentino
Chris Stanfill
Bob Stockhausen
Chad Tennant
Todd Varner
Rick Wernoski
Kevin Yates
David Young
Jeffrey R; Young
Craig Younghans

MA
4t>
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Rose Hill Villas
<st.

*

4 bedroom 3 1/2 Bbath, kitchen with refrigerator/
ice-maker, self-clean oven, dish washer, double boawl
sink, dining room, living room with stacked rock
fireplace, garage, screened porch, deck.
Asking
$93,000
•

Rose Hill Villas
«♦

«

2 bedroom, 21/2 bath, kitchen with microwave, dish
washer, self-clean oven, refrigerator with ice-maker,
dining room, living room with fireplace, deck and
screened porce. Pool view.
Asking $76,000
Rent for $750 per month plus deposit.

Golden Woods

20% Off Halloween Merchandise October 30,31

Win a $30.00 Gift Certificate
• For Having the most Spooktacular Room
• Sign up at Bookstore before October 30 at the Service Counter
• Rooms will be judged on October 31st from 11:00 p.m. until judging is complete

*

2 bedrooms, 2 baths $475 per month plus deposit
2 bedrooms, 1 bath $375 per month plus deposit

<Sb

Peaceful Valley
House with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, great room with
fireplace, double garage
Asking $67,500

*

Clemson University Bookstore
UNIVERSITY UNION

656-2050

*

Call Elizabeth
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
654-4339 or 654-4344
#

•

*
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Business
Economically speaking

Clemson athletics more than just games
by Ashlyn Tennant
business writer
Football. In these days of cooler weather,
changing leaves and back-to-school, the first
thing on anyone's mind within a 100 mile
radius of Death Valley is football.
Within the student population, there are
those who are enrolled only because of
football and athletics, either because they
just like the spirit of it all or they are on
athletic scholarships, and there are those who
enjoy going to an occasional game but who
are not here solely because of Clemson's
athletic teams, and then there are those who
not only couldn't care less about the athletic
events at Clemson, but who also are upset
about all the fuss made over it all.
What is the big deal about a home football
game or an Associated Press ranking anyway?
As it turns out, a top 20 ranking may be the
biggest indicator of how well the Clemson
township and University are surviving economically.
The word "economics" is a vague term
that brings nightmarish memories to those
who have spent late nights studying it. What
is important about this word is that it has a
direct effect on every member of the Clemson community. It shows how much the tens
of thousands of people who migrate here
every fall have to do with Clemson being
what it is today.
Tiger fans are the backbone of Clemson's
economy. One small example is if no one
came to Clemson football games, there would
be no reason for Mr. Knickerbocker to sell
Clemson t-shirts and everything else he sells.
That would mean that less people go downtown to shop for souvenirs, so the downtown
bars and fast-food restaurants would not have
as much business. This would lead to the
businesses shutting down and the eventual
disappearance of the downtown shopping
places.
The businesses would not be the only ones
to lose, for every dollar spent on Clemson
football tickets generates $13 of additional
economic activity. And that doesn't even

include contributions to IPTAY orthe Alumni
Association. That means that one $18 ticket
for a home game will mean approximately
$234 in business for everyone else.
For a season of Clemson football, it translates into a surplus of over $72.5 million!

Business Feature
Around 300 people owe their jobs directly
to a game in Death Valley. They include
coaches, referees, security guards, athletic
department staff, maintenance, concessions,
construction and anyone else you can think
of that has to do with the production of the
football season. They are the most obvious
dependents.
Next, the people who are involved with
preparing the players for the game depend
upon football also. Also employed are the
professors who teach student athletes, the
cooks and janitors who feed and clean up
after them, the stores that supply them with
equipment, clothes and books and the reporters who report on them. They too would
be at a loss without the athletes.
Lastly, are the people who depend upon
the fans for their income. In the transportation sector alone, an estimated 212 full-time
jobs have been created from fans who traveled an average of 16.5 million miles each
year to and from games (cars, tires, gas,
insurance and maintenance), hundreds more
in the information area which includes TV,
radio, newspapers, telephone, wagering and
betting services and rating services; even
more for those in food and lodging who cater
to the tailgaters with chicken, napkins, beer,
lawn chairs and hotel rooms, and people like
Mr. Knickerbocker who supply endless
Clemson t-shirts, Tiger rags and other
paraphanelia. In general, this $72.5 million
has generated over 4,000 full-time jobs, which
doesn't include the 300 who are directly
dependent upon Clemson football.
The elimination of Clemson football would
then unemploy and relocate 4,300 people
throughout other parts of the economy. It is
easily seen that if Clemson spirit drops and
attendance at home games drops, then the

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

Clemson Apparel and Tiger Supplies (CATS) in the Loggia is just
one of many area stores that sells Tiger clothing.
luxuries that a football school has to offer
would not be available. Clemson would just
be another university in the middle-of-nowhere.
A whole other subject takes into account
the average SAT scores of the students who
attend Clemson in relation to the performance
of the football team. The number of applications received by a football school tends to
increase following a successful football
season. Even USC reported a 23 percent
increase in applications following their best
football season in 1985.
Since our recruiters have had more opportunities to be choosy among the applicants,
they have chosen students with higher SAT

scores and our average SAT scores have
risen. This, in turn, elevates the academic
credibility of Clemson since smarter students
are attending and better professors are teaching here.
The economic aspect of this is that students who attend Clemson will find it easier
to find good jobs since they have received
their degrees from a higher quality school.
This means higher incomes.
Editor's note: The information in this story
was provided by Clemson professors of Economics Michael Maloney and Robert E.
McCormick in their paper entitled / Warne
You Wei, it is no Childes Pley: the economic
impact of university athletics.

Signals of recession slow, missing or ambiguous
By BRIAN TUMULTY
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
WASHINGTON — Is the
country in a recession or not?
Ordinarily, the toughest thing
about answering that question is
weeding out false signals — like
the October 1987 stock market
crash.
But it's more complex this time.
While some economists and a few
publications and industries are
saying a recession has arrived or is
about to arrive, the classic statistical signals are still missing, slow to
appear or ambiguous.
"We're not dealing with a signal of a recession, but the absence
of a signal of recession," said James
W. Coons, chief economist for
Huntington Banks, based in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Coons said the root of the
problem is the quickness of the
slowdown's onset, although he
personally is not yet declaring a
recession.
Victor Zamowitz, an economics
professor at the University of Chicago, put it another way: "We
avoided the premature signals. It is
similarto 1973. There the recession
occurred before the effects of the
Arab oil embargo began."
Slowly, the numerical evidence
seems to be building: — On Wall
Street last Monday, the Dow Jones
industrial average reached a 14month low and the Standard &
Poor's 500 index reached a 16month low. — The Commerce Department last week announced that
the gross national product grew a
minuscule 0.4 percent in the April-

tion index peaked in June, although
there was one week of increase in
August.
Another negative signal some
economists point to is "a very
Chart indicates the peaks and valleys of the U.S. economy, as
widespread weakness in the indidetermined by the National Bureau of Economic Research Inc., of
cators for the other countries,"
Moore said, suggesting a worldCambridge, Mass. The peak is when a period of expansion ends. The
wide recession.
trough is the low point of a recession. A peak has not yet been
Zarnowitz, who sits on the same
identified for the current expansion, but some say it may have
NBER committee as Moore, agreed
the economy's growth may have
occurred in June.
peaked in June. But he isn't ready to
declare a recession yet. Both also
Expansion peaks
say the NBER, based in Cambridge,
Mass., is unlikely to make a declaJune
July
ration until December.
Adding to the confusion is the
1990
1953
nation's top banker, Alan
Greenspan, chairman of the Federal
Reserve. He dismisses the twoquarter GNP definition as not a true
signpost.
He prefers to wait until a comNov
March
July
bination of signals indicate a "cuMay
mulative unwinding of the
1982
1980
1975
1954
economy."
Economists who subscribe to
Greenspan's
view are looking for
-i Recession troughssigns of a pervasive contraction in
the economy — they call it the
Stephen Conley, Gannett News Service Three D's — Depth, Duration and
source: National Bureau of Economic Research
Diffusion — before they're willing
And residents of some regions time growth.
through-June quarter, leading to
The Columbia professor, who is to say a recession has begun. So far,
speculation that a decline may have — such as New England — think
the recession is here, and execu- also a member of the National Bu- they say, that dire combination isn't
begun during the summer.
But the undisputable evidence tives in the automobile and news- reau of Economic Research com- at hand.
Even so. Coons thinks the difstill isn't there: The gross national paper industry think the same thing. mittee that officially declares the
ferences
are narrowing.
peaks
and
valleys
of
each
business
"They wonder why aren't you
product is yet to decline for two
"I
think
the disagreement now is
cycle,
outlined
some
of
the
signals:
consecutive quarters, and the index calling a recession," said Geoffrey
hair-splitting," he said. "I think there
—
Total
employment
dropped
H.
Moore,
director
of
the
Center
for
of leading indicators has not pointed
is a consensus that it is quite clear
International Business Cycle Re- in July and August.
toward a recession.
that
economic growth has slowed
—
Industrial
production
was
Meanwhile some publications, search at Columbia University.
substantially and we all look for
stagnant
in
July
and
down
in
August.
Moore
is
of
a
mind
that
the
including USA TODAY and
— Real retail sales declined in sub-par growth for the next year.
BusinessWeek, have declared a re- nation's economic expansion may
Some see recession and others see
July.
cession, arguing that the old sign- have ended in June, completing a
growth below normal."
—
The
BusinessWeek
producrecord-setting
91
months
of
peaceposts are outdated.
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The Tiger
• Challenge •
The Tiger would like to make a small step towards helping the problems of the homeless by
challenging any organization or group to join,
match or begin its own program to help the less
fortunate.
The Tiger is accepting canned good donations
to give to a local shelter.
Bring any donations by The Tiger offices at 906
in the University Union.
The names of all contributors will be published in a
later issue.

CHICKEN MIXMATE
1 cm CampMI's Chicken Noodle Soup
1 can Campbell's Chicken NoodleO's Soup
IV* soup cans water
In saucepan, combine ingredients. Heat; stir
occasionally. Makes about Qh cups.

» Soup to M ml M ml Good!®
DIRECTIONS
= STOVE: Stir soup in pan. Slowly stir
"SJ in one can of water. Heat to simmer.
= stirrino occasionally
MICROWAVE Stir soup in microVUIP sale bowl Slit in one can ot
water Cover Microwave on hiqh 3
to 1 minutes Stir

__ Chicken

INGREOIENTJ: CHICKEN STOCK. ENRICHED EGG
NOODLES. CHICKEN MEAT. WATER. SALT. CELERY. POTATO STARCH. CARROTS. MARGARINE.
YEAST EXTRACT AND HYDROLYZEO VEGETAIIE
PROTEIN. CHICKEN FAT. DEHYDRATED ONIONS
M0N0S0DIUM GLUTAMATE. NATURAL FLAVOR
ING AND OBffDRATED GARUC

Promptly refrigerate unused portion
hi separate container
SMitbcMa fMranMtf K ami »** **•"
MfTtt0M*H. PHI
■M.

Wi im

SMB.

ULSF0RE0UC*ri0N
«»f Of PURCHASE

IMMMMMJ

•»•

#ii%ffn

I

Umtmrm c«~« »J mviTfi
»Y

if M CM -i SIM

CAMPBELL SOUP (TEXAS) INC

NETWT.KP-OZ.

HctcActe

See related editorial on page four.

TEXAGUSA?^
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The Tiger's weekly entertainment guide

*ip
■mmy0
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Living Colour (1. to r.): Vernon Reid, Muxx Skillings, Corey Glover and William Calhoun.

Reid, Living Colour's time not up
by Terry Manning
Time-Out editor
"You talk about moments....That was the
moment. Hendrix played in Little Richard's
hand. He was the cat who did 'Good Golly
Miss Molly,' who turned concerts into riots.
Having Little Richard say, 'You guys are
doing the right thing' - if I needed validation.
that's it. Everything else really doesn't mean
Vemon Reid
Rolling Stone, November 1st. 1990
Vernon Reid. the lead guitarist and founder
, of Living Colour, is correct in stating that
hav ing one of rock and roll' s creators approve
of what you're trying to do with his creation
is validation. But one listen to Time's Up, the
se, demonstrates that their

performing as one of the world's most ere
ative and powerful rock bands.
Living Colour, made up of Reid, Muzz
Skillings on bass, William Calhoun on drums,
and Corey Glover as lead vocalist, bring a
wide variety of musical influences into play
on Time's Up. There's the speed metal blurof
the title track, which screams "Time's up/the
rivers have no life/ Time's up/ the world is
full of strife...the sky is falling...the Lord is
calling." Skillings and Calhoun's swirling
rhythm section creates an aural equivalent to
apocalyptic thunder. Further, the song' s moral
conscience is an appropriate introduction to
the rest of the tracks.
"Love Rears It's Ugly Head" is an almost
Steve Miller-like, slow-moving number
wherein the singer is bemoaning a slow slide
into falling into love again. This matches
perfectly with the funk rock of "UnderCover

album review
guest raps on this track, offering a female colead to Glover's depiction of the fears that
accompany lust in the age of AIDS.
Glover: "I want to make you hot...But my
consequence is abstinence/ And Lord knows
I just can't slip."
Latifah:"...What if he doesn't give adamn
about safe sex?/ And with all those other girls
he wants to take a taste test?"
Reid offers a meaty solo that is equal parts
rock virtuoso and jazz improvisationalist.
"Type," the album's first single, is a worthy
follow-up to the group's first smash "Cult of
Personality." Like "Cult." it addresses the
way media and society lose sight of individual value, preferring instead the latest
fashionormovement. "We're inundated with
hionandart."

only on one level, a very superficial underl
standing of these things. They're jusl
buzzwords. A carrot of a certain lifestyle if
swung in front of people, one they never ge
to but keep searching for. And if they do ge
there - surprise, something else is in voguf
and what they have is already obsolete.'
From "Type" to the black nationalist ber
of "Pride" to the backs-to-the-wall despera
tion of "Information Overload," mistrust
fear and doubt are recurring themes. Excer
for "Elvis Is Dead" and the Final track "Thi|
Is The Life."
On the former, Reid directly attacks th|
legions who continue to worship the "King.
"Picture a zombie Elvis/ In a tack whit|
jumpsuit/ Just imagine a rotting Elvis/ Shop
ping for fresh fruit." Little Richard, sellj
proclaimed "architect of rock and roll." make

see COLOUR rage
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Rapper challenges education, war on drugs
)y Tuan Thompson
I itaff writer
Dressed in casual street clothes
lind hat, Kris (KRS-One) Parker
Lame to Clemson University's
Irillman Auditorium on Oct. 15,
11990. Anyone who expected to hear
him entertain with rap music from
liis group Boogie Down Producions was highly disappointed; not
|i single note was sung.
Instead what they heard was a
|vvelI-organized, well-rehearsed
lecture on some extremely sensitive topics.
He started off his lecture by
I 'getting straight to the point," (the
(first of many points). This first point,
pr subject, was humanity. "What
Iwe
promote
is
human
|rjehavior...Most people have been
cheated out of their humanity." The
tanly key, according to Mr. Parker,
[to solving this "loss" of humanity is
[knowledge. "Knowledge is the relief from all ignorance."
When humanity is lost, Mr.
iParker stated, technology will
[eventually rule, and culture will be
[forgotten. "When technology rules,
[you have a false government, false
[religious systems, and false politics."
One of Mr. Parker's recurring
[topics was government. It was clear
■to everyone in the auditorium that
[he was extremely anti-government.
Iln fact, he blames the government,
[among many other things, for the
[loss of humanity previously mentioned. "We must come to understand the real enemy. The enemy is
[the government, versus the masses
|'pf the people."
"The only solution to a problem
like this is organized revolution |rneaning to rebel against your own
hvay of thought." According to Mr.

Parker "the masses" have all been
brainwashed into believing what
the government wants them to believe.
He went into a discussion about
Abraham LincolnVEmancipation
Procrastination" and how it was
just a way of deceiving the world
into believing that he had freed the
slaves, when in fact, he didn't. Interpreting the writing of the proclamation literally, Parker came to the
conclusion that black occupants of
the Northern states were neverfreed.
This, in addition to the proposal
that all Lincoln did was free another
country's (the Confederate states)
slaves.
"If George Bush were to say
right now that we shall observe the
Emancipation Proclamation for
what it really is then every Black
person in this country will be a
slave again."
No doubt, his favorite topic was
hypocrisy. He started out by pointing to the overwhelming hypocrisy
in the Constitution. "All men are
created equal." However, the Oxford English dictionary only defines white men as "real" men. Thus
women and blacks were purposefully excluded.
The Bible itself was not immune
to his attacks. He sarcastically noted
that Aristotle and King James were
homosexual men, so when they
wrote the Bible, women were not
given prominent roles. "Jesus
couldn't even be born of natural
sex, he had to be born through the
Virgin Mary."
He also mentioned that the
original Hebrew Arabic version of
the Bible was written by a "Black"
African. But this is never mentioned.
It couldn 't be tolerated that there be
a black Lord. But it's not just whites
that are being hypocrites.

KRS-One lectures in Tillman Monday night
According to Mr. Parker, blacks "there is too much money to be
are being hypocrites everytime they made by the Food and Drug Adpledge allegiance to the American ministration." "Just Say No" is not
flag. "A Black pledging allegiance enough.
to the flag is the same thing as a Jew
"The proper thing we should
pledging allegiance to the believe is "Just say 'yes' to
swastika...It is the exact same health... .Beef is made up of twentything!"
one drugs."
The drug war is full of hypocrisy
.Colleges are hypocritical; they
also. It would be theoretically im- do not teach intelligence. Students
possible to get rid of drugs because are merely "memorizing." We are

Kevin Taylor/ head photographer

paying for the right to memorize
something so that later on we can
say we know it.
Overall, the lecture was quite
provocative. I find it hard to believe
that anyone agreed with everything
he had to say, but everyone left the
auditorium with something to think
about. He promised to return for
Black History Week. I strongly encourage attendance.

Behind-the-scenes 'Simpsons' cast steps forward
*y JEFFERSON GRAHAM
[©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
I Apple College Information NetIjwork
When Nancy Cartwright was in
Kettering, Ohio's Fairmont West
High School marching band, she
and her classmates had a cheer for
band director David R. Finkam.
"We'd go 'D.R.F., D.R.F.,'" she
recalls. "Then, we'd change it to
'Eat my shorts, eat my shorts.' It
was a little inside joke."
Fifteen years later, Cartwright's
sayings—including the inescapable
"Don't have a cow, man" — are
part of the national lingo.
Cartwright, 33, is not only the
voice of Bart Simpson, but a major
contributor to his language as well.
Cartwright, along with Dan
Castellaneta (Homer), Julie Kavner
(Marge) and Yeardley Smith (Lisa)
are gathered at 20th Century Fox's
Zanuck theater to give their first
official interviews about "The
Simpsons," which returned last
Thursday with new episodes and
much fanfare.
The producers, who early on
went to great lengths to keep the
actors' identities secret, had a
change of heart after last month's
Emmys. They felt their actors
should have been nominated in the
comedy actor categories. But

"Our cast contributes as much to
the show as actors on any sitcom
I've worked on," says Sam Simon,
one of the three executive pr.

character of Bart," he says. "It's her
personality, her energy, her ad-libs."
Kavner, 39. is the best known of
the oinrtct She co°s to ^

TODAY photograph in costume.
"Why should we destroy the illusion?" she asks. "I don't want view-

they were shut out.

so instrumental in creating the

the cast pose for a recent USA

dead in a "Simpsons" T-shirt.

^(b

"I feel so self-conscious as it is,
I wouldn't want to bring so much
attention to myself. If anyone asked
me a question, and heard my voice,
they'd know I was the voice of Lisa
right away."
Before
The
Simpsons,
Cartwright loaned her voice to a
host of other cartoons. She studied
with the late, legendary voice-man
Daws Butler , auditioned for Lisa,
was asked to switch to Bart, and the
rest is animated history.
"I had more of an affinity for
Bart," says Cartwright, youthful in
blue-jean bib overalls. "He's this
cute little guy who has all these
good intentions. He doesn't mean
any harm." A new mom, Cartwright
doesn't see any resemblance with
the nation's favorite underachiever.
"He's cartoon yellow and I'm natural blond."
"The Simpsons" producers,
badly stung by Fox's decision to
move their series from Sundays to
Thursdays to battle NBC's "The
Cosby Show," have gathered some
strong artillery in their battle to stay
atop the ratings heap. Signed up for
guest voice roles this season are
Dustin Hoffman, Danny De Vito,
James Earl Jones, Tony Bennett,
Larry King, Jon Lovitz and Ringo
Starr.
And storywise, series creator
Mart Greening says this year's crop
*
what we were doing. Now we do."
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'Listen Up' celebrates life of master producer Jones
By GENE WYATT
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
I Apple College Information Network
He talks about Count Basie as if
he were still alive. "For all his genius, that man was pure country —
I as country as sweet potato pie. Not
Jike the Duke, now there was an
jrbane man. And as for Dizzy and
[Miles, well. ..."Hecalls Ray Charles
almost daily to chat about important
! matters like bum hips and recurring
sniffles.
But Quincy Delight Jones, now
57, is hardly giving in to his remi..liscences. Even if he were tempted,
he couldn't escape the attention
focused on him by "Listen Up: The
Lives of Quincy Jones," the jolting,
kaleidoscopic new movie about his
life.
"It was devastating. When the
film was being shot, I had a few bad
moments. But when I first saw the
whole thing on the screen, it hit like
a sledgehammer.
"When you see 57 years condensed to an hour (and) 50 (min-

utes), it's very dramatic. I was forced
to face things I've been blanking
out most of my life. I was also doing
an album at the time and that's a
very vulnerable time for an artist.
At times you think it's great and at
times you think it's terrible.
"The movie made me look back
overmy life. I never did that before."
And quite a life it has been. He
has produced albums for Duke

He has performed all over the world
in places ranging from Seattle
bawdy houses to the great concert
halls of Europe.
As he says, "I have played any
type of music that has 12 notes."
There have been bad moments,
too. Brain operations were required
to remove aneurysms. procedures
Jones describes as offering only a
one in 100 chance of success. "And

got him some songs that said something, not just 'ABC
'"She's Out of My Life' was
written by a friend of mine whose
wife had just left him after five
years. Michael did eight takes on
that song, and he cried ever)' time.
I left the tears on the record. He can
do marvelous things with a song. I
still get goose bumps when I hear
"Human Nature.'"

^he's Out Of My Life' was written by a friend of mine whose wife
had just left him after five years. Michael did eight takes on that song,
and he cried every time.

Quincy Jones
Ellington, Count Basie, Dizzy
Gillespie, Miles Davis — as well as
Barbra Streisand, Frank Sinatra, and
Michael Jackson. He wrote "We
Are the World." He was the first
African-American to break the color
line on writing scores for movies—
and to earn an Academy Award in
the process. He was responsible for
the music in "The Color Purple."

I made it through two of them.
Figure those odds!" He has a deep
forehead scar as a souvenir.
Jones is probably best known in
recent years for hi s relationship with
Michael Jackson, all of whose recent albums he co-produced. "I did
all the things a producer should do.
I got him to pull his voice down a
fourth so as not to be squeaky. We

Jackson no longer records with
Jones, and there is some estrangement. He would not agree to be
photographed for the film and, at
first, only agreed to be quoted as
saying he "wished Quincy well."
Later he relented and said he would
answer three questions only from
the
film's director, Ellen
Weissbrod. However, when

Weissbrod arrived with her tape
recorder (and a flashlight, because
Jackson would only be interviewed
in a dark room), he loosened up and
talked almost freely. She says that
these recorded comments are those
heard in the film, rather incongruously, when Jackson is saying
something else in the stock footage
showing on the screen.
Jones recalls a conversation with
Basie in 1984. "It was backstage at
a concert and the Count was in his
wheelchair. He pulled me over and
said, 'Quincy you got that guy
Michael Jackson doing things Duke
and I never would have even tried.'
"That's Michael's big contribution.
For the first time ever, there is a
young black male role model respected around the world."
But Jones does see some others
coming on. "I was down in Nashville
last year to record the two tracks
Take 6 did for "Back on the Block.'
They're some of the hottest people
I've ever met in my life, in terms of
their education, their sensibilities.
They really know their material.
Unbelievable."

Black-oriented
entertainment
network's number
of subscribers rises
BET making strides in
development of programming
By JAMES T. JONES IV
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network
Black Entertainment Television continues to be the little
cable network that could.
Launching its 11th season this
month, cable' s only network catering to black viewers added
4.1 million new subscribers in
the last year, for a total of 29.1
million.
"That's
phenomenal
growth," says Carol Vernon of
the National Cable Television
Association. Although BET is
still quite a ways from the average 55 million subscribers
watching the top three cable
networks, it expects more growth
as it expands into more cities.
"There' s a hunger in the black
community for quality TV programming," BET President
Robert Johnson says. "With this
new season, there is going to be
further movement toward being
the main source that blacks get
their entertainment and information (from) on a consistent
basis." And with the popularity
of black entertainment, "Black
Entertainment TV could be the
vehicle to grab audiences away
from (network) television."
BET just signed a joint venture with Tim Reid to produce
made-for-cable shows, TV
movies and feature films. And
BET will continue to produce a
number of its own she >
I

ting into," Vernon says. "The
fact (BET) is in the forefront of
original programming shows
tremendous growth."
New this year on BET:
— "Family Figures," a game
show hosted by Melvin and
Mario Van Peebles, airs Tuesdays at 8:30p.m. EDT-5:30p.m.
PDT. A "Family Feud"-style
battle with questions on black
history and culture.
— "Sound and Style With
Ramsey Lewis," a jazz-talk show
hosted by the jazz pianist airing
Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. EDT5:30p.m. PDT. Lewis interviews
guests ranging from fusion artists Najee and duo Tuck and
Patti to pianist Marcus Roberts.
Guests also perform.
— "Live From L.A.," a talk
show patterned after"Larry King
Live!" featuring call-ins and
celebrity interviews, begins Oct.
29. It'll air Monday-Thursday at
7:30 p.m. EDT-4:30 p.m. PDT.
—"Kimboo," acartoon about
an African boy who leaves his
village to discover the world,
premieres in January.
— "Screen Scene," with TV
and movie reviews, started
Monday. It airs MondayThursday at 8 p.m. EDT-5 p.m.
PDT.
Music videos still dominate
on BET; that includes Donny
Simpson's popular "Video
Soul."
"We're not a black MTV,"
Johnson says, but "videos will
always be the anchor program-

E r"

J
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Kenny Williams tries his luck at one of the events during Kappa Alpha Psi's Kappa Karnival.
Fraternity brother Kevin White looks on.

'Memphis Belle' no peach
by Lee Smith
movie critic
The story often young men about
to fly their 25th and final air raid in
World War II has the potential to be
thesubjectof agreatmovie. "Memphis Belle" is not that movie.
"Belle" opens with the men at an
airbase in England. The Memphis
Belle is the name of the bomber and
its squad is about to become the
first to successfully complete their
tour of duty. It is during these scenes
that screenplay writer Monte
Merrick attempts to familiarize the
viewer with the characters. This is
not an easy task since there are ten
main characters. Merrick fails to
distinguish between the men, and
they all look similar, enabling me to
only associate three or four of the
men with their names.
The viewer never really has a
chance to really care about the squad
of the Memphis Belle an I mis i

movie review
empathy with the fliers' survival.
The casting of Matthew Modine
as the squad's captain only adds to
the movie's mediocrity. He brings
no enthusiasm to the role and appears detached from everyone
around him. The mere idea of
Modine as a leader is implausible.
He lacks the personality to have
men like or respect him. He does
not demonstrate authority. Worse,
he seems to be apologizing for any
and everything throughout the
movie.
This movie does have some good
qualities, though, that keep it from
being a total disaster. There are fine
performances by Eric Scholtz and
Harry Connick, Jr., and epecially,
Tate Donovan. John Lithgow is
impressive in his role as a military
public relations man, wonderfully
' to make na-

fronted over his insensitivity toward those squads who weren't so
lucky as to complete their tours of
duty, but it does little to change his
attitude.
The high points of "Memphis
Belle" come with the bombing sequences. Director Michael CatonJones uses original black-and-white
documentary footage to establish
an air of authenticity. As that footage is replaced by the movie's, the
viewer watches as the strike force
enters enemy territory. The aerial
scenes are well done and provide
the movie's most interesting scenes.
They are even flawed, though, by
what seems to be the director's fear
of being too intense. Some scenes
are included that totally destroy the
tension that has been created.
"Memphis Belle" has a good
premise in relating the story of
World War II fighter pilots, but the
movie needed to further develop its
fraid to K:'
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HAPPY

21st
BIRTHDAY!
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Jean Weiss tests her knowledge on computers set up for the
University's observation of Alcohol Awareness Week.

VCR'29

95

Rental Per Month

Also:

• TV's

Call Us!
Anderson
1006 N. Main St.

Camcorder's
Stereo's
Computers
Furniture
Dorm Fridges
Call by Phone:
We will do the rest

A+RENTS
ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

•RENT
•BUY
•RENTTO-OWN

226-9393
924 Hwy. 123 Bypass

882-9783
Clemson
384-2 College Ave.

654-3082

<S

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA."
DOUBLE
DELIGHTS
two medium Cheese
Original Style Pizzas for only

$

9

99

Additional Toppings SI.49
Covers both Pizzas

VIM

a

MTJCWQ IMI

trf sa

MM

Olemson

CJ

EXTRAVAGANZZA

$1 199

X X MEDIUM

13 99

Onions. Peppers. Pepperoni. Beef.
Sausage. Ham. Mushrooms. Olives.
Extra Cheese

1

LT-TJ: .

11

Two Large Original Pizzas
with Cheese for only

99

MEDIUM

$12 99
Two large original Cheese Pizzas
SI2.99 Additional toppings SI .99
covers both pizzas

m

51

•— n a-w a«r J-:ti -if m

:»"» «M "ir WI Dai

$

$

Pepperoni, Ham. Sausage,
Beef. Extra Cheese

a
I

DOUBLE
DARE

MEATZZA
PIZZA

$1X KJ
Q99
LARGE

LARGE

653-3100

* 1990 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

Delivery areas hmned 10 ensure sate driving Our drivers carry less than $20 00

ii* Mi •»• 'i ■:■ • rt-> i
>■ :l- IT: I J pwi ii -o I
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Carry-Out
Special

$5

99

Large Pepperoni pizza.
Pick-up only.
Expires: 12-1-90

|pr

r

LATE NIGHT
^LAT:
SPECIAL
SF

$

5 99

Ask for our Late Night Special and
receive a medium one topping
pizza for S5.99. Additional topping
price .99.
Sun.Valid after 10 p.m.

11
LLsnr.

I X' o»n »n -s m^wm

Thurs.
Onlv
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Artist's story entertains
by Terry Manning
Time-Out editor
Chuck Jones, with help from
other notables in the world of animation, was the mastermind behind what are undeniably the funniest series of cartoons in American
history. Through the personae of
Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Pepe
LePew and others Jones has provided entertainment for generations
of children around the world.
This is what makes the prospect
of a autobiography from this man
so enticing. With exception of a
few instances, Chuck Amuck is
mostly satisfying.
Any flaws are certainly overwhelmed by the richness of his
descriptions of the creative pro-

book review
cesses that resulted in the cartoons
done for the Warner Brothers studio where he worked as artist, writer
and ultimately director. He writes
of the preliminary work on the classic "Duck Dodgers in the 24 1/2
Century"and includes the dialogue
scripted for the short feature. This
demonstrates perfectly why this
cartoon is a favorite - the writing.
Daffy: Aha!!! Got the drop on ya
with my disintegrating pistol!! And
brother, when it disintegrates, it
disintegrates! (Sheepishly, after
pulling trigger) Well...whaddaya
know...it disintegrated."
For budding cartoonists, this is
an indispensable book. It offers

advice on craftsmanship and includes storyboards and beautiful
color plates. It also offers advice on
how to deal with studio executives.
"One day a producer came in
and growled, 'I don't want any pictures about bullfighting. There is
nothing funny about bullfighting.'
He'd never been right about anything before. So we figured we had
to be missing something." The result was an acknowledged hit,
"Bully for Bugs."
Jones gives more than due credit
to his fellow artists but a glaring
flaw of this book, though, is the
lack of mention about the legendary Mel Blanc. Either way, this is a
pleasing book that should be of
interest to wanna-be artists and others.
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I FREE WORKOUT
-anda FREE Individualized Workout Program
Based on your Personal Fitness Goals
Call to schedule an appointment

TOTAL FITNESS
OF CLEMSON
(formerly Clemson Nautilus)
Clemson Shopping Center

654-3066
coupon expires 10/31/90

■4 JJ 'l^flBI
T

FAMILY HAIRSTYLING
Downtown Clemson
654-6555

WE'VE MOVED!
Listeners
^hofc^-5
COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES

O .0

To: Victoria Square
(Next to Movie House)
518 College Avenue
Phone: 654-4041

Transportation or Business Majors:

Bring this ad to our new location and receive
10% off any purchase.

Take the high tech
road to success
Get on the right road to a successful
career by joining Central Transport,
Inc. We're using innovative techniques and high tech equipment to
provide our customers with quality
freight service. In fact, we feature
one of the largest computer facilities
in the industry.
Our size has recently doubled, and
we now have over 200 terminals
serving the United States, Ontario,
Quebec and Montreal. New expansion has created entry level
positions in:

believe in promotion from within,
your potential for fast moves up the
career ladder is excellent.
Begin a career with Central Transport by meeting with our Recruiter
on our College Recruiting Day.
Contact the Placement Office
immediately to set up an interview.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Operations
Sales
Send To:
CLEMSON'S
Ginger Sebeck
HOMECOMING
706 Delphi Drive
Seneca, SC 89678
WEEKEND
(803) 888-7843 Me0 avinaHe at University Bookstore and
The Orange Station at Uttlejohn Coliseum

16x81
Full Color Print

$r»r*00

35

Shipping *■
Handling $3.00

You'll get on-the-job training, competitive pay and comprehensive
benefits. Because we strongly

CENTRAL TRANSPORT *
An open road to opportunity
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The Cultural Committee Continues
Their Cultural Series With...

CDCC Presents...

Oct. 20, 8 p.m. Tillman Auditorium
$6.00 Student
$8.00 Public

Tillman Auditorium
$15.00 Reserved Seating

Lyle
Lovett
and
his
Trio
Nightnoise...Jazz of the Eighties Thursday, October 25, 8 p.m. in
Tickets On Sale At The Union Box Office

What's Haying At The Y Theater?

Upcoming
Short Courses:

Die Harder
Thurs.-Sat., Oct. 18-20
7 &?9:15 pm $1.75

r-

Shagging
Ballroom Dancing
French Braiding
Dress For Success

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

21 &22
21 &22
23
25

$12
$12
$8
$25

WA TCH FOR GIVE-A WA YS
THIS WEEK ONLY!
T

Cinderella csat. Matinee)
Sat., Oct. 20 1 pm $1.00

Blazing Saddles

Sign Up Now At The Union Information Desk

The Outdoor Recreation
Committee Wants You
Horseback Riding Trip Oct. 20-21
Hiking Trip in NC
Oct. 20-21

Tickets On Sale At The Union Box Office

$30
$8

Sun., Oct. 21
7 &?9:15 pm FREE w/ ID
Next Week: Dick Tracy & Creek Show

JuQQQI S Entertainment Presents:

1-3-4 Opening For Fat Stinkin
Belgian Bastards
Oct. 19 at 9 p.m. $2 at door

Highway 5

Sign Up At The Union Information Desk

Oct. 26 at 9 p.m. $2 at door

Halloween's Back In Black

CDCC Is Happy To Announce...

at Edgar's with:
The USUOlS (Classic Rock)
Admission: Everyone dressed in Black $1.00
Everyone else (duds who don't celebrate Halloween) $2.00

There will be a contest for the ugliest
& most creative black costuem!
Come Celebrate Wed., Oct. 31 at 9 p.m.

FALL BREAK SHUTTLE

$15 fm

WrTJTfTTT

I W Each Way -

Good ONLY For November 2 and November 6
Deadline for Special is Friday, Oct. 26 at 4:30 p.m.
Make Reservations Now At The Union Information Desk
* The Cost is Normally $25 Each Way. With a 24 Hour Notice.

Llll

I

r-

Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. in Littlejohn Col.
$14.50 Reserved Seating
Tickets On Sale At The Union Box Office
Note: Tickets For October Show Good For Nov. 16 Show!

Coming On November 30th
Battle of the Bands in Edgar's
Those Bands interested, pick up information sheet at the Union information Desk

Cash Prize of $100.00
goes to the Best Band!
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COLLEGE GRADUATES
Put your education to work—become a

Lawyer's Assistant
"The Career for the 90's"

Page 21

'Dictionary' provides
laughs for collegians

at The National Center for Paralegal Training
> Qldest and largest graduate level ABA-approved
program in the Southeast
' Employment assistance—over 1,000 employers
in 38 states have hired our graduates
' 3 month day program with housing available
' 7 month evening propram
' Diversified Curriculum—sp*-Holw„ jn Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate and Probate
including "Computers in the Practice of Law"

Meet with our representative
Thurs., November 1, 8 am - 4pm
Contact College Placement Office for an appointment.
Call or write for a free brochure and more information.
The National Center for Paralegal Training
3414 Peachtree Rd, NE Atlanta, GA 30326
800-223-2618 In Georgia, call 404-266-1060
Please send me information about a career as a Lawyer's Assistant
Name
Address

$

CJIjr

State

College

Yr. Grad

Phone: (day)

(eve)

Zip

by Addison Laurent
computer manager

book review

The Unofficial College Dictionary should be required reading for
Laughter 101. The 91-page
softcover defines collegiate terms
from 'absent,'" 1. Used to describe a
relationship that does not exist, such
as students in class and class in
students. 2. The word that best describes a student unprepared for
midterms" to 'zero population'
growth "What college students pray
for when they don't use a condom."
The authors Larry Cohen and
Steve Zweig define just about every other college term in between,
but be warned, nothing is safe from
the biting (and often dark) sarcasm.
For example:
Administration: An organization that makes the US postal ser-

vice seem efficient by contrast.
Calculus: One reason you'll
never be a rocket scientist.
Finals week: Your last chance
to buy and read the required textbooks.
Lab: Where you earn credits for
experimenting with chemicals
Reverse Discrimination: Covering your answers on a test you
actually studied for.
Overall, the book successfully
pokes fun at the institutions of a
campus, never passing up a chance
to masterfully pun or play with
words. As long as you are not prudish, this book should have you
laughing. Even if you are, it is hilariously funny, with enough
"clean" jokes to keep the most
prudish person laughing.

FORBIDDEN FORTUNE

$

$30,000.00 PER MONTH EVERY MONTH!
Dear Friend,
I challenge you to join me in ■ totally
"UNIQUE" Money-Making venture that
could change your life forever, and show you
how to begin earning $30,000.00 per month,
every month. I GUARANTEE ITS I {See The
$50.00 Challenge) 1 have laid out this plan in
great detail in a step by step manual that even
a child could follow. I know a 67 year old
woman in Florida who purchased my manual
and last month she made over $32,000.00.
You couiu be nexii Last month i made
$33,253.75 just by working 12 hours per
week. This month I expect to earn over
$35,000.00 and take a 3 week vacation in
Hawaii. This program has never been offered
before and I will not offer it again. You
cannot afford to pass UP tnis opportunity.
This revolutionary money-making method is
in demand everywhere, yet few people even
know it exists. Within 30 days you can be
enjoying $30,000.00 a month, every month.
Don't Envy me Join me!
Imagine, never again having to worry
about your financial status. Imagine
perctati*!!* »hat special home for your family
or driving a Brand New Mercedes. All this
and much more are now possible for you to
achieve, with my easy to follow Deluxe
Program. When you order my Deluxe
Program today, I will offer you FREE,
unlimited, telephone consultation. Included
in my manual is my unpublished phone
number for your personal use. Call anytime
and I will be happy to help you with any
questions.
No, this has nothing to do with Real
Estate, playing the Lottery or Gambling. It is
PERFECTLY LEGAL and does not require
a special talent or long hours. It's very
unusual and uniquely designed for each
-srsen th"t us^s it. Th*re >s no "face to face"
selling or large investment required. It's a
"Money Making Program" that has a proven
record and it is extremely profitable.

[ NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY |
I started my program for under $15.00 and
you can do the same. It's as valid now as it
was 2 years ago. In fact, with the trend of the
Nation's economy today, my program is even
more of a success.

START FROM THE PRIVACY
OF YOUR OWN HOME
I put my "Deluxe Money-Making
Program" into operation from my apartment
2 vears ago, while working a full time job.
Last year I deposited over $625,000.00 into
my checking sccount. My accountant in New
Ycrk has my financial statement in his office
to prove it. I now own my own home in the
most prestigious part of town.

c

HERE'S PROOF

K.C. Houston, Tx. File #195I was working 2
jobs and just barely getting by. I began using
your program 2 months ago and I now make
more money in 1 month than 1 did all last
year. Thank-you so much for your easy to
operate program.

M.L. Sterling, Va. File #2251 have never seen
a program so easy to operate as yours.
Believe me I have sent for numerous so called
get rich schemes. None of them worked and
they just cost me money. I started your
program for less than S 10.00 and I now earn
over $24,000.00 per month. Thank-you so
much.

CC- Albany, NY File #273 Thank you very
much for allowing me tkt opportunity to
participate in your "Deluxe Money-Making
Program. " It has changed my entire life. I
deposited $18,500 00 in my checking account
last month.

T.J. Stuart, Fl Fill #3181 was skeptical when
I heard about your program. I thought it was
one of those get rich quick schemes to con
people. I figured "what the heck, either I
make the money you say or I get my money
back plus $50.00. Well was I wrong." To
think, I almost passed this opportunity up. I
now earn more money in one month than I
made all last year. Thank you Ron.

TAKE THE $50.00 CHALLENGE
I am about to offer what no one else can!
Order my Secret Money-Making System
Today and if you are not making at least
$30,000.00 following my system, send it back
for a full refund. PLUS, I will send you an
additional $50.00 simply for trying my
program. You have nothing to lose and
e-.es> Jii.'r.jv to gain. Either you make
S30.000.06 or I p?y you $50.00 for just trying
my prc&rart.. ^-jcpiiCj s/c iirriiicu. » wjt,
honor orders only until my supply has run
out. If I receive your order after I have run
out of manuals 1 will simply return your
order with my Regrets. You Must Order
Today To Ensure Your Copy Of My Secret
Money-Making Program.
^^^

c

WHY ONLY $18.00 DOLLARS?

Obviously, I could earn much more money
by offering my deluxe money-making
program at a much higher price. But I am not
interested in immediate short term profits. I
honestly want to help and show a select few
people this outstanding opportunity. The
people who most need this Deluxe MoneyMaking Program, could not afford it if it was
too expensive. I have priced it so that anyone
who has any serious interest in becoming a
financial success can have the chance. It's all
up to you! In fact, I will pay you $50.00 just
to try my Deluxe Money-Making Program.
You deserve more for yourself and your
family. ORDER today, your satisfaction is
guaranteed.
If coupon is missing write your name and
address on a piece of paper along with $18.00
plus $2.00 shipping and handling and send to:
PDC Corporation

Chenango Rd.
New Hartford, NY 13413

DON'T TAKE MY WORD FOR IT
Perhaps you have sent for some worthless
get rich schemes in the past. So many ads
promise you everything, but in reality you get
nothing. I guarantee you sucess or I will pay
you $50.00 for just trying my program. You
can't lose. Read what Mark Preston a noted
author and publisher on home opportunities,
has to say about my "Deluxe Money-Making
Program". . .

PDC Corporation

Write for
the best.
Call 6562150.
COLOUR,
from page 15
a guest appearance, telling Elvis'
fans that they may "all be [his]
guest/ To let him take a rest." James
Brown's legendary saxman Maceo
Parker adds a blistering sax solo to
the track.
"This Is The Life" is a fitting end
to this album. After fighting and
screaming and clawing against the
establishment for the previous
twelve tracks, the lyrics acknowledge the world that all would like to
live in: "In another life/ You're always the hero/ In another life/ You
always win the game....But this is
the life you have." And, the words
continue, you have to make the best
of the life you have. A Middle Eastern sound adds a metaphysical context to the proceedings.
Time's Up is a fantastic album.
The band is tight (with regard to
how they follow each other) and
this makes the atmosphere very
loose. Reid is writing better and his
conscience is showing more clearly.
Living Colour is making a strong
bid for the annual "Best Rock Band
in the World" label; they may have
it already in the minds of those who
have heard this album.

Take a lesson
From what we've
Learned

Depi. 9003

Chtn»iigc> Rd.
Nrw Hartford. NY 13413
Dear Ron.

I'd be crazy not to try your system. I
understand if I don't start making $30,000 per
month I can return your Manual for a full
refund plus an additional $50.00 for just trying
your Deluxe Money-Making System. On that
basis here is my $18.00

Address
City
Slate

Professional
Scuba Lessons
We leach you right Proper train
tng is sale and most enjoyable Only quality
Scubapro equipment is used And learning to
dive is only the beginning boat trips, beach
dives, advanced classes and lasting friendships
See me lor all your diving needs Look lor the
Scubapro' S" symbol ol the serious diver

Name
"Ron, you offer an outstanding opportunity. I don't understand why you don't
charge more than $18.00 but I do understand
why you offer $50.00 to anyone who tries
your program. Simply, it works as you
describe. I whole heartedly recommend your
Deluxe Money-Making Program to anyone in
need of large sums of money, because its
profitable, legitimate and proven."
—Mark Preston

Write
TimeOut.

Zip.

Please include 12.00 to cover postage and
handling of your package.
RR two

Your Complete Diving Center

Prolessional - • Instruction ■ Equipment
• Repairs • Travel • Charters • Air

Carolina Scuba Center
10121 Clemson Blvd
Seneca S.C.

885-0880
.
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Student Notice
Now get a great
combination, ready
for you in just
five minutes.
Guaranteed
or your next
Personal Pan
Pizza® is free!
I
A fast deal on lunch.
I
a Supreme Personal Pan Pizza;
I Get
salad and medium Pepsi® for just
I
Ready in 5 minutes
I
or your next Personal Pan Pizza® is free!
I
I
I
(£J)
I Mon.-Sat.
Makin' hmch great.''
I

ON
FOR SPRING 1991

Offw expires November 7, 1090.
VaSd at participating Pizza Hut® outlets.
Not vaid with any other offer.
Personal Pan Pizza® it available
from 11:00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m.
—-^

SET

C 1990 Pizza Hut. Inc.
1/20* cash redemption value.

Dates:

Preregister during the dates indicated below for your college. Your computer
ID and password will not access the on-line system during the other dates.
Dates November 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 10 are open—all passwords are acceptable.
Students in study programs not aligned with any specific college may preregister either week.
November 2,7-9
October 29 - November 2
Engineering
Agricultural Sciences
Forest and Rec. Resources
Architecture
Liberal Arts
Commerce and Industry
Nursing
Education
Sciences

Time:

Arrange advising appointments as early as your department/college will
permit. The preregistration system can be accessed during morning and
late afternoon/evening hours, but it will be turned off from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on regular class days. The preregistration system does not work as efficiently during the afternoon hours due to increased administrative and academic use of the mainframe computer. The instruction sheet obtained from
your adviser will show locations of terminals and available hours.

I

$ 99 |

3

TION

I
I
I
I
I
I

Courses: To insure a better distribution of courses among all students, spring requests
may not exceed 19 credit hours. Where desirable, additional credits may be
added on registration day, January 7. The schedule of courses can be viewed
on-line at a computer terminal using the Student Information System beginning October 1 and the printed book will be available in the University Union
on or before October 26.
Changing You need to process change-of-major card by October 5, if possible. Ask for
Majors:
details in Student Records, 104 Sikes, if card is turned in after October 5.

Uillaae
APARTMENTS

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Two bedroom Townhouses
available featuring:
•Pool
•Planned Activities
•Laundry Facilities
• 10 Minutes from campus
•Leasing for Spring Semester
Call for Details

Resident Manager

654-6158
OFF HWY. 123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL

On-line preregistration ends at 6 p.m., November 10. Afterwards, students
Late
Penalty: turn in preregistration cards to E-3 Martin. Scheduling personnel will enter
course requests, but class priority (Sr., Jr., etc.) will be lost.

Steps:

1 . See your adviser and fill in preregistration cards with approved course
requests for spring 1991.
2 . Keep student copy of preregistration card. Note five digit advising number in upper right corner of card. You will need to enter this number
along with your computer ID and password.
3. Enter course requests on computer terminal or personal computer
through dial-up access. Instruction sheet available from adviser lists
location of terminals and hours.

Plan In
Know your computer ID and your password. If you do not use them regularly,
Advance: read the information below. General instructions will be available from
your adviser at preregistration time.
ID: Your computer ID is printed by your name in the campus phone book and on your Registration Fee Receipt and Student Use Card.
Password: Each Clemson student has been assigned a unique password. If you regularly
use terminals that are connected to the mainframe computer, you probably remember your
password. If you seldom use such a terminal, you may need to have a new password assigned. For assistance, present a picture ID card at the Computer Center Help Desk in the
basement of the R. F. Poole Agricultural Center.

ft tin r

n» -.-f-*-/"»
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Upcoming Sports Events

Spirts

Saturday
•Football at N.C. State, noon
Sunday
•Soccer vs. Maryland, 2 p.m.
Wednesday
•Soccer vs. College of Charleston, 7 p.m.
Thursday
•Volleyball vs. UNC-Charlotte, 7p.m.

Critics abound
after loss to Tech
Trailing the Tiger
David
Thomas
Sports
Editor
UVA - 20
Clemson - 7
STRIIIIIIKEEONE!!!!!!!!!
GA TECH -21 Clemson - 19
STRIIHIIKEETWO!!!!!!!!!
It doesn't take a Bill Wilhelm
to know that strike three means
Hatfield's outta there. The only
question that remains is exactly
what does 'outta there' mean.
You can bet your last Clemson two dollar bill that 'outta
there' definitely means Clemson
(and Coach Hatfield) will be out
of contention for any major bowl
bid if loss number three rolls
around before the regular season
comes to an end.
But if the Hatfield haters have
their way, 'outta there' could very
well mean a one-way ticket back
to Razorback Country. The
criticism is growing in the aftermath of an upsetting loss to Tech,
so much so that I happened to run
across tid bits of sarcastic sayings
and sentiments concerning the
game and the season.
The one that sticks out takes
form after the classic comedian
of late night humor, yes you
guessed it, David Letterman. It
runs something like this...
The Top 10 things heard in the
Tiger huddle on the field at
Georgia Tech:
10.) Hey guys, we'vegotthree
seconds to snap the ball.
9.) He called a pass play?!?
Better call time out and check.
8.) It's third down and sixteen... Let's try the fullback dive
up the middle.
7.) Is Dexter driving the bus
back?
6.) No, No. The third cheerleader from the right.
5.) Let'scallatimeout. We've
got three to waste.
4.) Who's going to the Zoo
tonight?
3.) That pass to the band guy
was the best completion we've
had all day.
2.) Come on, guys. If we lose,
we have to go to church in the
morning.
1.) Damn, I wish we could
cuss.
Anytime a new coach takes
over a program that has as much
winning tradition as Clemson's
football program, miracles are
expected of him. True, Coach
Hatfield has made some mistakes
on the field, mistakes that he is
more than willing to take credit
for.
But for those of you who still
want Danny back, I ask you to
reminisce a little and recall last
season. Yes, Coach Ford led his
Tigers to a successful 9-2 regular
season record and a convincing
victory over West Virginia in the
Gator Bowl, but the two blemishes on his record tell the story.
1989 Loss number one: Duke
- 21..Clemson - 17. So people

see TRAIL, page 28
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Tiger Facts
Career Completion Percentage
1. Chris Morrocco
2. Mike Eppley
3. Billy Lott
4. Homer Jordan
5. Steve Fuller
DeChane Cameron

86-89
80-84
77-79
79-82
75-78
1990

.567
.561
.530
.522
.518
.438

Tiger offense stalls inside Tech 20
Tech wins 2119 over Tigers
by David E. Chamberlain
editor-in-chief
ATLANTA - Clemson's hopes
to remain in the ACC title race fell
short last Saturday in Bobby Dodd
Stadium. The most critical moment
came when Chris Gardocki attempted a 60-yard field goal to win
the game.
"I should have made it," thought
Chris Gardocki after the game. "I
knew I could make it. I just didn't
hit it very well. I got under it a little
bit and it went too high."
Clemson fell short several times
during the game. The first time was
also on a Gardocki field goal attempt
at the end of the second quarter. The
kick, from 53 yards out, hit the
cross bar of the goal post predicting
the kind of day the Tigers were to
face in the second half.
The Tigers challenged Tech's
lead in the second half scoring on
three consecutive drives. Each drive
lead to a Gardocki field-goal cutting
the score to two points with 14:48
to play in the fourth quarter.
A key play for Tech-came on the
ensuing kick-off as Kevin Tisdel
ran the ball back 87 yards to the
Clemson 13-yard line.
"The long kick-off return took
the wind out of our sails. We had
• the momentum at the time and it
(the return) was a big turning point,"
commented Hatfield.
Georgia Tech defense played in
similar fashion to the days of the
"black swatch" attitude as Tech
stopped Clemson short of the goal
line on fourth down.
After three consecutive running
plays to the right, Clemson tried
Freshman Derrick Witherspoon to
the left side. Inside linebacker
Calvin Tiggle met Witherspoon at
the line of scrimmage for no gain.
Tiggle led the Tech defense with 14
tackles on the day.
"We thought we had the plays to
be more effective down there, we
were just about an inch short," said
Hatfield.
After trading on turnovers,
Clemson attained possession of the
ball on the 41 of Tech. Seven plays
later, DeChane Cameron ran for the

Pholos by Chip East/senior slaff photographer

Doug Thomas helps DeChane Cameron get one of his three completions in 14
attempts during Saturday's game with Georgia Tech. Thomas caught two
passes for 37 yards.
first Tiger touchdown and the first
touchdown allowed by Tech's defense in 19 quarters.
The Clemson defense rose to
the occasion as Tech was stopped
after five downs and had to punt.
The Tech sideline feared a Clem-

son come from behind victory as
the ball bounced in the Tigers' favor for a net punt of 11 yards.
Clemson regained possession
once more with 1:44 remaining in
the game and the ball on the 49 of
Tech. The final drive started with a

four yard loss as Cameron dropped
back to pass but was sacked.
Witherspoon gained 10 yards on
the next play making it third down
with four yards to go. Cameron's

see TECH, page 26

Tiger Stats
Rushing
Williams
Witherspoon
Harris
Kennedy
Cameron
Blunt
Ryans

Punting

Att/yds
17-108
13-50
15-47
12-44
12-33
5-17
l-(-9)

A/C/Int.
14-3-1

No.
2
1

CU
GT

1
3
14

2
0
0

Yds
159

Avg
46

3 4 TOTAL
6 10
19
0 7
21

kick)

Yds TD GT--Lester 17 Pass from JoneslSisson
kick)
53 0 CL«Gardocki 38 FG
CL~Gardocki 20 FG
CL~Gardocki 45 FG
CL-Gardocki 44 FG
GT~Edwards 5 Run (Sisson Kick)
CL--Cameron 3 Run (Gardocki Kick)

Receiving
Thomas, D
Fields

No.
4
•

Gardocki

(; T~ Merchan 122 Pass from Jones(Sisson

Passing
Cameron

TDs
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

21
290
53
45
14-3-1
4-40
2-1
5-35
38:10

First Downs
Rushing yards
Passing
Return Yards
Comp-Att-Int
Punts
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Posession

9
74
144
33
17-10-1
7-34
1-1
5-25
21:50
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In Raleigh

Wolfpack presents tough test
by Rhett Berger
staff writer
For the second consecutive season, the Clemson football team is 52 after seven games. Once again,
the second loss came at the hands of
Georgia Tech. And, just as last
season, the Tigers must face N.C.
State to pick up that sixth victory.
The Tigers crushed the 12thranked Wolfpack 30-10 in Death
Valley in 1989. Tomorrow, however, the Tigers will travel to CarterFinley Stadium in Raleigh, NC, to
face the Wolfpack at 12:10 p.m. in
a game televised by Jefferson Pilot
(Channel 4, Greenville). CarterFinley has seen some of Clemson's
most lackluster performances. In
1986 in Raleigh, N.C. State destroyed the Tigers 27-6. The 'Pack
won 10-7 in 1988 as the Clemson
offense took the day off.
First-year Clemson coach Ken
Hatfield is well aware of the Tigers'
past problems with the Wolfpack.
"N.C. State is a team that has beaten
us three of the last four years," he
said. "It is another tough road game
for us and N.C. State is a tough
place to play."
After last week's loss to Georgia
Tech, the 22nd-ranked Tigers have
almost certainly lost their chance to
win the ACC championship. Coach
Hatfield is hoping the Tigers can
set new goals, such as winning the
rest of their games and going to a
bowl game. Hatfield expressed the
importance of the remaining games

to his senior players on Monday. "I
told them how they can be the best
team they can be," he said. "We
need to pull together to win the last
four games. We must continue to
have faith and stay committed for
the whole season."
N.C. State enters tomorrow's
contest with a 4-3 record, 2-3 in the
ACC. The 'Pack is coming off a
31-0 trouncing by top-ranked Virginia. State's offense, which has
been struggling lately, features
sophomore tailback Aubrey Shaw,
who leads the team in both rushing
and receiving with 284 yards on the
ground and 17 catches for 135 yards
in the air.
At quarterback, State alternates
between sophomore Terry Jordan
andjuniorCharles Davenport. Both
quarterbacks have 50 percent pass
completion rates and each has
gained over 500 yards in total offense. N.C. State ranks seventh in
total offense in the ACC with 317.6
yards a game. The Wolfpack offense may feel as if it has run into a
buzzsaw tomorrow when it faces
Clemson's stingy defense.
Clemson ranks second nationally
in total defense, allowing only 202.2
yards a game. The Tigers limit
opponents to only 71.6 rushing
yards, 130.6 passing yards and 9.7
points each game. Clemson's defensive line is anchored by nose
guard Rob Bodine (51 tackles, three
sacks), defensive tackle Vance
Hammond (37 tackles, four sacks)
and defensive tackle Chester

Weekly
Standings

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE

LEAGUE

TEAM
Virginia
Ga. Tech
Clemson
Maryland
UNC
N.C. State
Duke
Wake Forest

OVERALL

W L T

W L T

300
300
220
220
110
230
020
030

6 0 0
500
520
430
4 2 0
430
330
240

Schedule
•Clemson at N.C. State
•Virginia at Wake Forest
•Maryland at Duke
•Georgia Tech at North Carolina

McGlockton (30 tackles, two
sacks). The Tiger linebackers,
touted as the best in the nation by
The Sporting News, are led by Ed
McDaniel (team-leading 55 tackles)
and Doug Brewster (50 tackles).
Comerback Dexter Davis anchors
the secondary and leads the team
with five interceptions.
The Tiger offense must face a
solid N.C. State defensive unit that
ranks seventh nationally in total
defense. Senior free safety Snake
Vinson leads the 'Pack with 66
tackles. State's "sack man,"
freshman linebacker Tyler
Lawrence, has five sacks for -50
yards. Coach Hatfield fears that
N.C. State's defense will play tough
against his Tigers. "Their defense
will have confidence after allowing
Virginia only seven points in the
second half last week," Hatfield
said. "They have a great defense
and they're playing at home this
week."
The Tiger offense, after weeks
of experimenting with new offensive schemes, has developed a potent running attack. Clemson's
offense ranks seventh in the nation
in rushing offense with 284.7 yards
and is second in the ACC in total
offense with 378 yards. The Tigers'
rushing leader is first-year freshman
tailback Ronald Williams, who is
second in the conference in rushing
with 564 yards in 83 carries. Williams bruised his right thigh and
knee last week against Georgia
Tech, but Hatfield expects Williams

Clemson hopes to beat the Wolfpack for only the second time in the
last five years.
to play tomorrow.
At quarterback, The Tigers will
start junior DeChane Cameron, who
has had problems passing the ball
but is a fine runner. Cameron has
completed 49 of 112 passing attempts for 624 yards and four
touchdowns and has rushed for 295
yards and four touchdowns.
Cameron's favorite receiver is
freshman Terry Smith, who leads

the team with 21 catches for 290
yards.
The Tigers must win tomorrow's
game with the Wolfpack to have a
shot at finishing with a 10-2 record,
as the three previous Clemson teams
have done.
The Tiger seniors could become
the winningest class in the ACC if
they finish 10-2, bringing their fouryear record to 40-8.

With 28-27 loss Saturday

Michigan falls from top ranking
By BOB WOJNOWSKI
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
ANN ARBOR, Mich. — In
the quiet of Michigan's lockerroom,
Desmond Howard and Tripp
Welborne hugged, their eyes welling with tears.
Outside in a hallway, coach
Gary Moeller fumed, slamming a
rack of coat hangers as he recounted the dramatic finish.
And in the interview room,
Michigan players sat, staring
straight ahead, swallowing hard and
answering softly, trying to figure
out what happened on The Play, in
The Game, in what could have been
The Season for the top-ranked
Wolverines.
"The initial shock isn't going
to hurt as much as it will later,"
Welborne said. "There's no single
word to describe it. I'd definitely
consider it right up there with all the
losses I've ever experienced."
When the gun sounded on
Michigan State's 28-27 upset of
Michigan Saturday, ABC-TV announcer Keith Jackson gushed that
it was "truly one of the great college
football games of my lifetime." If

nothing else, it truly was one of the
most emotional, controversial and,
for both teams, important games in
recent history.
While the Spartans (2-2-1,1-1
Big Ten) answered questions about
their offense, their coach and their
guts, the disconsolate Wolverines
(3-2, 1-1) are left to ponder questions about The Play, the six dropped
passes and, perhaps most important, the defense.
The Play — Michigan's failed
two-point conversion attempt with
six seconds left in which Michigan
State cornerback Eddie Brown appeared to interfere with Howard —
will generate the most talk, but
Michigan's defense should generate the most attention.
In fact, Michigan's defense of
its two-year reign as Big Ten
champion now appears to rest with
the defense, which has been battered
with surprising regularity. Michigan State's four touchdowns
equaled the total from its seven
previous meetings with Michigan.
The Wolverines had surrendered at
least 28 points only four times in
the last 20 years, but with the 28-24
opening loss to Notre Dame, they've
already done it twice this season.

After the Spartans totaled 365
yards Saturday, including 222 on
the ground, Michigan is allowing
4.9 yards per play. Discounting
losses of 114 yards on Michigan's
20 sacks (the NCAA subtracts sack
yardage from a team's rushing total), opponents are averaging 4.4
yards per carry against a Michigan
defense always geared to stop the
run.
"Here at Michigan, you just don't
expect teams to drive like that,"
inside linebacker Erick Anderson
said. "You've got to give Michigan
State credit, but we've got to take
some blame."
Only once Saturday did Michigan stop an Michigan State possession in three plays. The Spartans
drove 76, 80, 69 and 70 yards for
their touchdowns, consuming an
average of 11 plays and 4:45 off the
clock. Just as Notre Dame had
against Michigan, Michigan State
easily drove for two fourth-quarter
touchdowns when the game hung
in the balance.
Michigan's 17-game conference unbeaten streak has ended, and
hopes of an unprecedented third
straight outright Big Ten title would
end with a loss to Iowa Saturday.

Soccer teams moves to first, deals with pressure
by Eric Lyons
staff writer
It's such a burden being number one.
"When you finally become
number one, it's a tremendous
burden and it brings an amount of
extra responsibility," says Head
Coach I. M. Ibrahim of the soccer
team.
After top-ranked UCLA lost to
Rutgers and Clemson defeated
South Carolina 3-1, that responsibility of being number one was put
on the shoulders of the team when
the October 16th Soccer America
poll awarded the number one position on their listing to the Clemson
Tiger soccer team. The other ma-
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jor poll, the ISAA poll, has the Tigers just one notch lower at second.
It makes their already tough
schedule even harder as the three
remaining teams on the Tigers'
schedule will strive to knock off the
top-ranked Tigers.
"Every one playing us is playing
in the Super Bowl," says Ibrahim.
"But how do you handle thaj pressure and win even when you're not

as sharp as you'd like to be?"
An example of that lack of
sharpness was demonstrated on
Wednesday night against North
Carolina-Charlotte. The emotion
of a 3-1 defeat of South Carolina at
"The Graveyard" and the number
one ranking left the team a little flat
entering the game, and the 49ers of
UNC-Charlotte gave the Tigers all
they could handle for 73 minutes.
But the tensions of a scoreless
game were finally broken at the
73:08
mark
when
John
Hammontree's goal attempt hit the
right post and slowly crept to the
left side and into the net, giving the
Tigers'a 1-0 lead. Another goal by
freshman James Glenn off a Pearse
Tormey assist at the 88:47 mark

gave the Tigers a 2-0 victory over
the 49ers.
The Tigers' move into the topspot of the national poll was largely
due to their 3-1 win at "The Graveyard" of South Carolina. The Tigers scored three second-half goals
to rally past the 12th-ranked Gamecocks. The Gamecocks netted the
game's first goal at the 26:57 mark
when sophomore Andy Ferguson
knocked in a pass from teammate
Greg Strehmel. The Gamecock
defense limited Clemson's attack
to three shots in the first half, while
South Carolina tallied six shots on
goal.
Down 1 -0 at the start of the second half, Clemson quickly knotted
the match at 1-1. At the 46:48

mark, Pearse Tormey drilled a shot
past South Carolina's goalkeeper,
David Turner. Both teams continued to attack the other, but it was
Clemson that was able to convert
ontheiropportunities. Atthe62:34
mark, Jon Payne knocked a shot
on goal that deflected off a
Gamecock defender and sailed past
Turner, who slipped on the play.
Clemson added an insurance goal
just seven minutes later when Chris
Martinez converted off a penalty
kick.
The Tigers have just three
games left in the regular season.
The Tigers face Maryland at Riggs
Field at 2:00 p.m. Sunday and The
College of Charleston Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.
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Friendly Clemson atmosphere attracts Tonks
by Geoff Wilson
staff writer
Many people from the North
have problems adjusting to life in
the South, but not Kristy Tonks.
The sophomore from Flushing,
Michigan is earning significant
playing time as a setter/outside hitter
for the Lady Tiger volleyball team,
and she is enjoying the atmosphere
here at Clemson.
Tonks was an excellent student
in high school as well as an excellent athlete. At Flushing High
School, she was a member of the
National Honor Society and the
Student Leadership Organization,
aJStadenf■ Count Tfrepresentative,
>ffndd her school's Scholar-Athleteof-the-Year.
In sports, she was school MVP
in tennis as a junior and in volleyball as a senior. She was also allconference for two years in both
tennis and volleyball, and all-region
and all-state in volleyball as both a
junior and a senior. She participated
in softball as well.
She was recruited by schools
from all over the nation, including
Michigan State, Rice, Southwest
Texas State, Utah, and Nebraska,
but she chose Clemson because, in
her words, "It's more personable
here; also, the school spiritis great...
as well as the academics. It had
what I wanted."
She found it easier to adjust because three of her teammates here
are from the Chicago area, but she
has also cultivated friendships with
others. "My roommate is from
North Carolina, and she's one of
the most interesting people I've met
here," she adds.
While learning the collegiate

Game Stats
Games played
Kills
Kills/Game
Service Aces
Block solos
Block assists
Hitting %

Kristy Tonks
5-11, sophomore
Outside Hitter/Setter

ropes as a freshman last season,
Tonks picked up some valuable
playing experience. She was able
to contribute to the team's winning
cause however, and against Alabama State she proved herself
worthy of wearing the Lady Tiger
uniform. In this game, Tonks gave
the southern crowd from Alabama
a northern treat with seven kills,
two blocks, three block solos and
six defensive saves.
Tonks decided to concentrate on
earning a scholarship in college
volleyball in part because of the
presence of Angela Branoff, her
high school coach. "She influenced
me alot and helped me become a
stronger person," she states. She
comes from a very close-knit family, and she enjoys the chances to go
home and visit her parents and older
brother and sister. Despite the 13hour drive home, she manages to go
back at least once a semester, and

54
99
1.68
21
1
24
.247

her parents usually come to see her
play once during the season.
Even Kristy's parents were impressed with the small town life
and big time school spirit that exists at Clemson. "It was funny
when my Mom and Dad came
down. We went to the homecoming football game, and my Mom
said, 'I can't believe this. Michigan (Kristy's elder sister went to
Michigan) has nothing like this.
Even their games are not like this,'"
remembered Kristy.
Off the court, Kristy enjoys relaxing from the rigorous volleyball
schedule by reading and watching
television. She is majoring in Psychology and plans to pursue a career in stress management
programs.
Although she was a middle hitter in high school, she seems to be
adjusting well to the setter/outside
hitter positions. She believes that

Winning
begins
at home
In the last five World
Series, the team
beginning the series
at home has won.
How teams playing
the first game at
home have fared
sinco 1903:

Source: USA TODAY research
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Kristy Tonks
one of the strong points of the team
is that they are "like a family."
Before the season began, head
coach Linda White remarked,

"Kristy still has much untapped
potential." As she improves with
experience, she will remain a welcome part ofthat family atmosphere.

Cross-country teams
score top ten finishes

SPORTS FACTS

Won World
Series

Pholo by Chip EasiAi

Lost World
Series
Jeff Dionise, Gannett News Service

Knoxville, Tenn. — The
Clemson men's and women's cross
country squads competed in the PreNCAA Invitational meet in Knoxville, TN, Monday morning at the
site of the 1990 NCAA Cross
Country Championships, which will
take place on November 19th.
Wayne Coffman's women's squad
finished fourth overall with a total
of 136 points, while Bob Pollock's
men's team finished 10th with 194
points.
Villanova was the overall team
winner in the women' s competition
with a total of 46 points, followed
by BYU with 77 points. Tennessee
was third with a 120-point total,
followed by the Tigers in fourthplace and Iowa in fifth with 145
points.
JuniorAnneEvans,a 1989 cross
country All-American, was the top
finisher for the Clemson women
with a sixth-place clocking of 17:16.
Evans has been Clemson's top finisher in the Lady Tigers' last 11

meets, which includes every meet of
1989 and 1990.
Rookie Mareike Ressing finished
12th overall with a time of 17:29,
while senior Kris Salt was 19th at
17:38. Gail Groulx finished 44th
with an 18:21 run, Edwina Foley
was 65th at 18:57, and freshman
Karyn Woolfolk finished 87th with
a time of 19:48.
For the Clemson men, senior
Dave Wittman was the top finisher
with a 21st-place time of 31:44.7,
followed by Philip Greyling in 24th
place with a 31:54.0 clocking.
Chris Dunn ran a time of 32:00 to
finish 30th, followed by Geoff
Moore in 54th place at 32:46.2 and
Chris Woolfolk in 65th with a time
of 33:43.6.
Sophomore Cormac Finnerty,
one of the Tigers' top runners, was
disqualified from the meet. Neither
Clemson team will compete again
until Oct. 27, when they will travel
to Charlottesville, VA, for the ACC
Cross Country Championships.

USA TODAY announces results of NL. AL player poll
Players
award the efforts of their
peers, rivals
Copyright 1990, USA Today/Apple College Information
Network©
USA TODAY has announced
the results of its annual USA TO-

DAY players' poll for Most Valuable Player (MVP), Rookie of the
Year, Cy Young Award, and
Manager of the Year in each league
This voting allows the players
to choose the best from among
their peers in the sport of baseball.
American League
Teams done: Toronto,
Cleveland, Seattle, Boston, Oakland, Baltimore, Minnesota, Detroit, Texas, Chicago, California,
Kansas City, Milwaukee.
MVP: Fielder 145 1-2,
RHenderson 67 1-2, Clemens 2,
Gruber 3, Griffey Jr. 2, Welch 1,

Thigpen 3, Canseco 1, Trammell
1
Cy Young Award: Welch
143, Clemens 40, Thigpen 16,
Stewart 24, Hanson 1, Eckersley
1, Finley 1.
Rookie of the Year: Alomar
157, Olerud 12, Maas 30, Appier
24, Tapani 1, Sosa 2.
Manager of the Year:
Torborg 170 1-2, LaRussa 46,
Gaston 3, Morgan 6 1-2, Kelly 1.
Comeback Player of the
Year: Fielder 63, Trammell 31,
Winfield 16, Gantner 9,
Maldonado 12, Harris 1 1 -2,

Brett 67, (blank ballots) 2, Fisk
1, Parker 2, Young 4, Quirk 2 1 2, Witt 3, Sanderson 1, McDowell
9, Barry Jones 1
National League.
Teams done: Atlanta, St.
Louis, Cincinnati, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Houston, Montreal,
Chicago, Pittsburgh, Phillie, San
Diego.
MVP: Bonds 113 l-2,Sabo
1, Sandberg 22, Williams 7,
Bonilla 48 1-2, Strawberry 16,
Drabek 1, Murray 2, Larkin 1,
Duncan 1.
CY Young Award: Drabek

1561-2,R.Martinez41 1-2, Viola
11.
Rookie of the Year: Justice
173, Deshields 26, Morris 4,
Burkett6, Harkey 1.
Manager of the Year: Ley land
158 1-2, Cox 2, Piniella 23,
Rodgers 18 l-2,Harrelson3,Craig
2, Lasorda 3.
Comeback Player of the
Year: Gant 127, Boyd 15, Tudor
23, McGee 3, Carter 6, Daniels 3,
Murray 2, Doran 4,
Gott 1, Sutcliffe 1, Dawson 1,
Bream 13, (blank ballots) 2,
Dykstra 2, M. Duncan 1.
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Miami to meet Notre Dame
Loser to be
eliminated
from national
championship hunt
By DAMIAN CRISTODERO
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
CORAL GABLES, Fla. —
The Notre Dame offense will be
sporting a new look when it faces
No. 2 Miami on Saturday at Notre
Dame Stadium, and it has Miami
coach Dennis Erickson worried.
The sixth-ranked Irish no longer
are as dependent on the option as
they were the past two seasons under quarterback Tony Rice.
In fact, with sophomore quarterback Rick Mirer running the
show, Notre Dame has a fairly accomplished passing attack.
"He throws the football really
well," Erickson said Tuesday. "He
creates some dimensions on offense
that are difficult to defend."
Yes, Notre Dame still runs before it passes — the Irish average
247.8 yards rushing and 189.6 yards
in the air — but now it has some
options.
"They line up with one back,
with three receivers on one side,"
Erickson said, "and do some things
that are very similar to us."
Notre Dame probably wishes
it had that added dimension last
seasorrduring its 27-10 loss to Miami at the Orange Bowl.
Rice averaged just 113 passing yards last season. So when Miami shut down the running game —

allowing just 142 yards — Notre
Dame was helpless.
Mirer, who has completed 65
of 102 passes for 938 yards and five
touchdowns, has proven he can lead
Notre Dame through the air with
come-from-behind victories over
Michigan and Michigan State.
"He's a great leader and he's
tough," Erickson said. "He's really
got hit and banged around, and he' s
gotten up and hasn't missed a
down."
Miami's players will miss the
predictability of Notre Dame's offense.
"Before we went into the game
thinking option, option, option,"
safety Hurlie Brown said. "We knew
if we stopped that, we would put a
halt to their offensive plan. Now
you don't know what will be coming at you."
They do, however, know about
flanker Raghib "Rocket" Ismail,
who Erickson calls one of the most
dangerous players in college football. He runs a 4.33 for the 40 and
has caught 16 passes for 292 yards
and a touchdown.
"If there's anybody better,"
Erickson said, "I'm glad we're not
playing them."
Especially since Miami has
allowed 267.8 passing yards per
game.
"We don't want teams to come
out and throw at us at will," defensive tackle Russell Maryland said.
"We're working to get the pressure,
to coverthe individual routes. We're
going to work on that a lot this
week."
Linebacker Maurice Crum said
the similarities between Notre Dame
and Miami on some offensive formations will make it easier for the
Hurricane defense to adjust.
"We'll be ready for it," he said.
"We see trips (three receivers to
one side) out here in practice all
day."
How much respect does Mi-

ami have for Notre Dame?
Hurricane offensive tackle Mike
Sullivan said if the game is close
late in the fourth quarter, "I have to
give Notre Dame the edge. That's
the sign of a great team.
"If we don't go out and play
the way we can play, this could be
the end of the season for us, and
that's the frightening thing about
it."
The British Bowl, which was
to pit Miami against Arkansas in
Manchester, England, on Aug. 31,
1991, has been cancelled.
Miami athletic director Sam
Jankovich announced in a press
release Tuesday that British Bowl,
Inc., which was organizing the game
in England, was "unable to meet
certain provisions of the contract
by specified dates."
Associate athletic director Larry
Wahl said the provisions were financial.
Each team reportedly had been
guaranteed $1 million.
Wahl also said the game will
be rescheduled for a neutral site,
probably in Florida.
Rick Nader, director of the
Tampa Sports Authority, which runs
Tampa Stadium, said he has invited
Jankovich to Sunday's Bucs-Cowboys game.
"That's one thing," Nader said
of the possibility of moving the
game there, "that will be discussed."
Both Erickson and Notre Dame
coach Lou Holtz said they will go
for the victory if they have a chance
to win Saturday's game with a twopoint conversion.
"You have to go for two,"
Erickson said. "A tie doesn't do us
any good." "Go for the two, go for
the win normally," Holtz said.
(Damian Cristodero writes for
the Fort Myers News-Press).

Hey You!!!
Like designing things on the computer?

TECH, from page 23
pass intended for Witherspoon was
ruled incomplete setting up the 60yard field goal attempt.
"I caught it and was inbounds,"
said Witherspoon. "I didn't bobble
it. I caught it and tucked it, and as
soon as I tucked it, I was pushed out
of bounds.
"There' s no question in my mind
it was a completion. And I don't
think there's any doubt it would
have made a difference in the field
goal."
Hatfield elected to attempt the
field goal instead of going for the
first down. "It wasn't a clear cut
decision. We could have gone for it
right there, but the wind blowing
like it was, and Chris fired up and
the way he has been hitting everything, I felt that at that time it was
worth a shot.

I just wanted to give him the
chance. If he'd made it, it would
have been remembered forever."
Clemson now faces a similar
season as last year. "Last year, they
had two losses in the conference,
but they fought back and ended up
being a good team. A lot of good
things happened. And a lot of good
things can still happen to this football team. That's what we're committed to," said Hatfield.
"We don't have an easy road
game with N.C. State coming up
next week," Hatfield added. "We've
still got a lot of football to play. I'm
confident they'll bounce back and
work hard."
Freshman running back Ronald
Williams says, "To look for a big
game against NC State. The Tigers
will be back."

What Can Make ACUVUE*
Disposable Contact Lenses
Even Better?
A Free Trial Pair!
We want to open your eyes to the
convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
Disposable Contact Lenses.
Come in for an eye exam.
If ACUVUE is right for you, we'll give
you a free trial pair.
ACUVUE" The First Dispi

Contact Lens

examination and other professional service fees are not included in this free trial pair offer.

THE VISION CENTER
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-Pass "The Commons" in Seneca • 882-3338
118-A College Arenue in Clemson • 654-7980
110 N Catherine Street in WalhaUa • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322

Dairy Queen Salutes
Clemson
Students And Faculty
with our

CLEMSON TIGER
SPECIALS
Hwy. 76 in Pendleton
Six Flags Shopping
Center
(In Front of Bi-Lo)
646-7242

Town Square —^J

Tiger Graphic Productions is seeking energetic and
enthusiastic people to become

We serve a delicious menu of Grilled or Fried
Chicken Sandwiches, Hot Dogs, Hamburgers,
French Fries, and Onion Rings.

Junior Staff Production Supervisers

And don't forget our World Famous Dairy Queen
Blizzards, Banana Splits, Sundaes,
Malts, & Shakes.

for the News, Sports, Opinions and Time-out pages.
Experience with Page-maker and Mac graphic
programs is helpful, but not necessary.
Contact Dean at 656-2150 or stop by The Tiger office
on the ninth floor of the University Union to apply.

Now Featuring Our Newest
Oairg Line Of Frozen Yogurt.
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Tiger netters notch first ACC victory
Pat McGlynn
staff writer
The Lady Tiger volleyball team
ended an eleven-game home stand
with their first ACC victory of the
season Tuesday night. Coach Linda
White's team, 16-8 overall and 1-2
in the ACC, dominated the Georgia
Tech Lady Jackets in a 15-7, 15-4
and 15-10. Georgia Tech has never
defeated Clemson in 14 matches,
and this loss leaves the Tech volleyball squad with a 6-18 overall
record, 0-3 in the ACC.
Jenny Yurkanin led off the first
game with two service aces and
Clemson coasted from there. The
Lady Tigers jumped out to a 7-2
lead and never trailed in winning
the opener 15-7.
Game two was more of the same
for the overmatched Tech squad.
Clemson again opened the game in
fine style, with Heidi Kahl and
Anniemarie Castro hooking up on a
spectacular bump, set and spike.
After Tech tied the game at one
apiece, the Lady Tigers went on a
ten-point run to bury their opposition. Clemson was never in trouble
and won the game handily 15-4 .
The third game began with loud
cheers from the Clemson volleyball
faithful as outside hitter Rayna
Griffing was inserted into the lineup. Griffing played well as did the

rest of the team, but the Tigers had
to survive a small scare. The two
teams traded points until it was tied
at eight apiece.
Clemson then rallied, scoring
four consecutive service points to
kill the Lady Jackets' comeback
hopes. Heidi Kahl and Julie Marx
highlighted a 15-10 victory to win
the match.
On Oct. 10th, Clemson dominated the first-ever meeting with
Georgia Southern. Clemson hit .400
for the match and recorded 12
service aces in rolling over the Lady
Eagles 15-5, 15-1, 15-5. Kristy
Tonks led the offensive attack with
eight kills and Jill Hensley added
five aces.
With two-thirds of the season
completed, the Lady Tigers look
strong. They're making the difficult
shots and playing solid defense. As
of Tuesday, Julie Marx leads the
team in hitting with a .312 percentage. She also leads in total
blocks with 58.
Senior Tashia Green tops all
players with 180 kills (2.72 per
game), while Karen Kamarauskas
has recorded a team high 29 service
aces. It should be noted that
Clemson's two ACC losses come
against the two undefeated leaders
in the conference, North Carolina
and Duke. Therefore, the record
should steadily improve and they

photos by Chip Easl/.senior staff pholograplwr

The Clemson volleyball team picked up its first ACC victory to end an 11-game
home stand. The team is 16-8 overall and 1-2 in the ACC defeated the Lady
Jackets 15-7,15-4 and 15-10.
may yet challenge for the championship.
In their 13 year volleyball history, the Lady Tigers have amassed
a 299-234 record, and they will be
looking for win number 300 in

Tampa, FL this weekend, as Clemson travels to the South Florida
Invitational Friday to take on the
likes of Syracuse, North Carolina,
Eastern Kentucky and South
Florida. The next home game will

be Oct. 25 at 7:00 P.M. against
UNC- Charlotte. As always, the
game will take place in the Tiger Pit
at Jervey Athletic Center where
Clemson holds a 10-3 record this
season.

Will the Tigers complete a pass? Watch on WYFF-TV4, Saturday at noon. |
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Enter the Air Force
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immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT
919-850-9549

653-4500
653-6900
Appearing this Friday
October 19
"Dorian Gray"
Draft Beer 500 - Pitchers $2.50 EVERYDAY
Call for Shuttle
(Deck is Now Covered)

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule.
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 771V
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Clemson gives good showing in men's tennis classic
This weekend, Oct. 12-14,
Clemson University sponsored the
16th Annual Clemson Men's Tennis Classic. The competition included players from Georgia Tech,
N. C. State, South Florida,Georgia,
Duke, Alabama-Birmingham,
Campbell, North Greenville,
Lander, Purdue, Furman, South
Carolina, North Carolina, Southern
Illinois, Tulane, Western Carolina,
Anderson, and Clemson.
In the finals of the Flight A
Singles, Will Bull of Clemson defeated fellow teammate Greg
Seilkop6-l,6-4. Bull, #4 seed in
the tournament, had downed #1
seeded David Hopper of South
Carol ina in the semi-finals 6-2,2-6,
6-4.
Bull started off the tournament
by defeating N.C. State's Matt Price
6-3, 3-6, 6-0. The second round
offered little problems for Bull as
he coasted past Scott Micus of

Purdue 6-0, 6-2.
Tiger player Greg Seilkop began
the day by handing Lee Holoak of
Lander a 6-0, 6-4 loss. Seilkop's
next victim of the tournament was
Southern Florida's Arne Raabe.
After a 6-1, 1-6, 6-3 victory over
Raabe, Seilkop advanced to the third
round of the tournament to take on
USC's Eric Sydow. Sydow fell to
Seilkop in a lop-sided match, 6-1,16, 6-1, as Seilkop continued to the
semi-finals of the tournament.
Seilkop had a 4-6, 6-2, 6-3 semifinals victory over Jack Frierson of
Georgia.
Seilkop joined ranks with Mike
Williams to form one of Clemson's
doubles teams that made it to the
semi-finals. The Seilkop-Williams
team will play another Tiger Team,
Chris Munnerlyn and George
Lampert, in the semi-finals in Athens, Georgia, before the Volvo AilAmerican Qualifying.

! TRAIL, from page 23
feel that Hatfield has no variety in
his offensive play selection?
Danny's offense on that cold and
rainy day at Duke was, in the immortal words of sports editor
Tommy Hood, "Predictable? The
Duke defense could have stopped
the Tigers on the final drive with
blindfolds on." And as for time
management, Coach Ford's final
offensive drive in the loss to Duke
was the most pathetic display of a
two-minute offense I have seen.
1989 Loss number two: Ga
Tech-30..Clemson-14. Not only
was this royal spanking received
in front of a home crowd in Death
Valley, it was received on Homecoming from a team that had lost
its last 16 out of 17 conference

games. Danny was no Demigod.
And as for Coach Hatfield's
two losses, they have come from
teams that have been ranked
number one nationally. Ga Tech
came into the game ranked number
one in New York Times Computer
Rankings, and Virginia is now
ranked number one in the Associated Press poll. I am afraid Coach
Ford's losses came from teams that
were far inferior to the U Va and Ga
Tech squads of the 1990 season.
So to all of you Hatfield haters
who want to see Ford reinstated,
BEGONE!!!!
As rumor has it, Ford is on his
way to the Louisiana bayou, and
I'm sure he would love some
company.

1 FREE WORKOUT
or
1 FREE WOLFF TANNING SESSION
WITH THIS COUPON

BUY NOW FOR
BREAKS!
WE OVERBOUGHT
INCLUDES: Cruise,
Florida to the Bahamas
*V^JT|^i
for two adults aboard the
Ocean Liner Discovery I,
plus 5 days, 4 nights
hotel accommodations at
the Castaway
Resorts, (tourist class
rating) while in Freeport,
Grand Bahamas.
Tickets good for one year from date of purchase. Offered
throught a Licensed and Bonded Cruise Line. The drinking age in
the Bahamas is 18 years of age.
Limited Amount Of Tickets Remaining.

ORIGINAL COST $538.00

1 -800-221 -6044/

American Travel

Call to schedule an appointment

TOTAL FITNESS
OF CLEMSON
(formerly Clemson Nautilus)
Clemson Shopping Center

654-3066
coupon expires 10/20/90

9-9

Send Check Or Money Order Along With Coupon to
American Travel Promotions
Suite 500,9515 Deereco Road Baltimore, Maryland 21093
Name
Address
City

State

Zip Code

* Based on double occupancy. Allow 60 days for booking
Additional charges for taxes and meals. Allow 2 weeks for delivery.

HAPPY 23rd
BIRTHDAY!
Terry Manning
^ (One day early)
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IBM ACADEMIC SOLUTIONS

Bringing New Freedom of
Expression to the College Faculty
The IBM Advanced Academic System can free
you to do what you do best: impart knowledge
to your students.

Hie IBM Advanced Academic System
You can compose and design your own lectures
and course materials—even add animation to
stimulate interest and understanding. You
can create imaginative literature for class or

Population by State

I SIR I- \ CT.
i wtk tH these Bowers
?^WfflK888&yi :<iui„,. ,i

&*- y^'-yy.

administrative needs with the systems graphics
and desktop publishing capabilities. You can
create an interactive environment with the
systems Classroom Presentation Option. By
means of student response keypads, your class
can react to questions or discussion points
projected on a screen. From research to
classroom lectures, from
&a9m99mx&ysysMyyyy^^^
grading papers to administrative and personal
tasks, the system can
help you be more productive and creative.

Designed for ease of use
Built-in tutorials and faculty-written examples free you from a long learning process.
Easily recognizable icons eliminate the need
to type commands. You simply point your
mouse to select and move through programs.
The Advanced Academic System is available with three models of the IBM Personal
System/2®: Model 70 (121),
Model 55 SX (061) and the
.,*»'«*•'
portable Model P70 (121).
Each model comes
preloaded with many
software programs
mL
%
including Microsoft®
It -:*
Windows™ 3.0 and
Asymetrix Tool%':
Book.™ Each PS/2®
.^v^wU^.""^'
model features a mouse,
high-speed processing, large memory and
high-capacity storage.
We have listened to the needs of college
faculty and the result is a personal computer
solution that is focused on the tasks of higher
education. It means new freedom to express
your ideas more clearly, more forcefully and
more effectively. For information, visit
your campus location or call
1 800 525-4738 for a brochure.

Call the MICRO CENTER
at 656-3714!
Located in Poole Computer Center
"IBM Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Microsoft is a registered trademark of
Microsoft Corporation '"Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. ToolBook is a trademark of Asymetrix Corporation
This offer is available only to qualified institutions and their faculty, staff and students who purchase IBM PS/2 s through participating campus locations.
Orders are subject to availability IBM may withdraw this offer at any time without notice
c

IBM Corporation 1990
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Three new ways to survive college.

The Macintosh Classic

77v Maciniosb list

^ith .Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh* computers, meeting,the challenges of college
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now. everybody
can afford a Macintosh.
'Ik-RliHniiiiadiiwmmMis our most
affordable model, yet it comes with everything you needincluding a hard disk drive. The IIMWWIBIBIli
combines color capabilities with affordabiliry .And the
H3SBEEJUBI is perfect for students who need a
computer with extra power and expandability
No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll
have a computer that lightens your work load without
t .990 to* Com*,* he »«*. m. AW* ,090

M

giving you another tough subject to leam. Every Macintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And
when you've learned one program, you're well on vour
way to learning them all. That's because thousands of available programs all work in the same, consistent manner.
You can even share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer-thanks to .Apple's versatile
SuperDriver which reads from and writes to Macintosh.
MS-DOS, OS 2, and .Apple* II floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,
and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot
easier.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION VISIT
THE MICRO CENTER IN THE
BASEMENT OF THE P & As BUILDING
OR CALL 656-3714
The power to be vour best:

*««««™.-«0 rtdm* o. ApW Computer he SUM^~, .nd Ih. so..,,„ M w Ms, are MM „, »„* C<*nou«. M C».c , a „
stereo tf»o*marn licensee to Ape* Computer mc
MS-DOS ■ a >q<»>M lr»0>m.m ol Ucroioft CorOOr.lKXi OS'2 .S a r«g.snrM traotmark 01 Inttrwonal B ^ess MacWs ConXxalKjr.
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Mir

Oct24: 12-5
Oct 25: 9-1

Cooper Library

Clemson University Libraries and the Division of
Computing and Information Technology are
sponsoring INFO EXPO to demonstrate
computer-based information resources available to
all students, faculty, and staff. Resources that will be
demonstrated include library, computing, student,
financial, personnel, and other databases for
individual and work-related use.
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
The Clemson Sports Car Club
will hold its next meeting at the
Richmond Gear Plant Monday,
Oct. 15. Members are asked to meet
under the scoreboard closest to Fike
Recreation Center at 6:15 p.m.,
(promptness a necessity). The next
auto-cross will be held Saturday,
Oct. 20, in the lot below the stadium
(C-8). For more information call
Robert 882-7467, Scott 882-6453,
or David 654-7994.
Promotional Awareness With
Students (P.A.W.S.) schedule of
events: Oct. 19, Help Get the
Alcohol Educators Plastered!
11:00-1:00 Phantom Parking lot.
The American Marketing
Association will meet on
Wednesday, Oct. 24, at 6:30 p.m.,
in Sirrine room 364. Flora Riley
from The CareerCenter will conduct
an interview workshop. All
members are encouraged to attend.
The Clemson Sports Car Club
will have an Auto Cross, Saturday,
Oct. 20. All are welcome to come
and race or watch. The event will be
held at 10:00 a.m.... in the parking
lot below the stadium (C-8). All
students are reminded to please have
their parked cars removed from this
lot by then. For more information
call David 654-7138 or Scott 8826453.
Phantom Of The Opera, the
original silent film classic will be
shown in Tilman Hall on Oct. 30
&31, 8:00 p.m. each night, $2.00
donation at the door. Sponsored by
the Department of Performing Arts.
Pre-Physical Therapy StudentsPlease be advised that any student
registered in the Pre-Physical
Therapy curriculum and presently
enrolled the first semester of the
junior year should immediately
select a formal departmental major
in which a baccalaureate degree
may be earned. Please direct any
questions to Dr. C. Ron Dillion, Pre
P-T Advisor, 240 Long Hall, 6563582.
Haven't really decided about
your future career? maybe you
should consider the Health Related
Professions available at the Medical
University of South Carolina
(MUSC). MUSC doesn't just train
medical doctors, dentists,
pharmacists, nurses and med techs.
There are a number of other
specialties that offer a bachelor of
science degree after two years here
at Clemson and an additonal tow
years at MUSC. Those inclined
toward business might look closely
at
Health
Information
Administration. Radiation Therapy
Technology is another field for the
more technically oriented. In all,
there are eight possibilities that
might be explored. If interested,
contact Dr. C. Ron Dillion, Pre
Phvsical Therapy Advisor, 240
Long Hall, 656-3582
Discover Scuba! If you've
always wanted to try SCUBA
Diving but didn't want to have to
pay to get certified, the C.U.
SCUBA Club is offering an activity
called-Discover SCUBA. For more
information call Carolina SCUBA
Center at 885-0880 or Joel Sigman
at 858-4262.
Fresh Seafood! The C.U.
SCUBA Club is bringing up fresh
shrimp and oysters from Charleston
on Nov. 6. Orders will be taken in

advance and can be made with any
SCUBA Club member. For prices
and more information call Rob Hart
at 653-7818 or Richard Knaub at
882-8526.
Take Skiing for Credit: Snow
skiing (LS-130and LS-230) will be
offered Dec. 16-20,1990 for 1 hour
credit on your Spring Semester
(1991). We go to Boone, N.C. Cost
about $210 which includes4.5 days
of skiing, lift tickets, lessons,
equipment and lodging. For more
information come to 138 Lehotsky,
Oct. 24 &25 at 6:30 p.m. or call
656-2206. Lessons for all levels.
Beginners Very Welcome.
Lesbian/Gay Support Group of
the Unitarian Fellowship of
Clemson meets every second
Wednesday and fourth Tuesday.
Next get together is Tuesday,
October 23, 1990. Call 654-0831
for more information.
Summer Engineering Study
Abroad Program- A meeting of the
Engineering and Science students,
who are interested in participating
in the 1991 Summer Engineering
Study Abroad program, will be held
7:00 p.m., Thursday, Oct.25, in
Room 300 Riggs Hall. The Summer
Abroad Program will include two
3-credit hour courses at the
University of Bristol (England),
during the time period of Clemson's
second summer session. One course
in "Computer Aided Engineering"
will carry Clemson University credit
for E&CE 460. The other course,
"History of Engineering", will carry
credit for HIST 321 at Clemson.
(The computer course does not
require programming expertise,
since it involves working with
packaged design programs.) Two
weeks of independent travel are also
included. For further information,
attend the meeting and/or contact
Dr. E.H. Law in 304 Riggs Hall
656-5634. Engineering and Science
students who will be Juniors or
Seniors after the Spring semester,
and who have a 2.5 GPR or better
are eligible to participate.
HIV Testing, AIDS on campus,
people with AIDS, HIV prevention,
morals... Any questions? Ask a
panel of HIV/AIDS health
professionals, a campus minister
and a person with AIDS. Oct. 24,
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in the Union
Courtyard in front of Edgar's.

for sale
For Sale: 1986 Renault Alliance,
4 speed, Excellent condition.
Valued $1900, sells for $1500. Call
882-4149 or 656-3549.
Is It True...Jeeps for$44 Through
The U.S. Government? Call for
Facts! 504-649-5745 EXT.S-5987.
For Sale: Tennis racquet,
Dunlap, black Max, graphite, midsize, good condition. Call 653-41 11.

help wanted
National Marketing firm seeks
mature student to manage oncampus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible
hours with earning potential to
$2,500 per semester. Call Marcy C.
at (800) 592-2121.
Free Spring Break Trip- Cash,
Jamaica, Bahamas! Sell trips on
your campus and earn a free trip for
you plus bonus cash! Call Four
Seasons 1-800-331-3136.

Self Employment OpportunityEarn cash distributing credit card
applications on campus. No selling.
No fee: set own hours. Call
Collegiate Poster Network 1-800669-7678.
Travel Sales RepresentativeWanted, outgoing, aggressive, selfmotivated individuals or groups to
market Winter and Spring Break
trips on campus. For more
information, call Student Travel
Services at 1-800-648-4849.
Spring Break 1991- Individual
or student organizations needed to
promote Spring Break trip. Earn
money, free trips and valuable work
experience. Call now! InterCampus Programs: 1-800-3276013.
We Need Self-Motivated
Students. Earn up to $ 10/hr. Market
credit cards on campus. Flexible
hours. Only 10 positions available.
Call now 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20.
Free Spring Break Trips to
students or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break
Packages. Good pay and fun. Call
CMI. 1-800-423-5264
Overseas Jobs, $900-2000 mo.
Summer, Yr. round, all countries,
all fields, free information. Write
IJC, PO Box 52-SC01, Corona Del
Mar CA 92625.
Fraternities, sororities, campus
organizations, highly motivated
individuals-Travel FREE plus earn
up to $3000+ selling Spring Break
trips to Cancun, South Padre Island,
Orlando/Daytona Beach: 1-800258-9191.
Wanted: Outgoing student to
demonstrate 14kt jewelry at parties.
No investment required. References
required. $20,000 part-time. (803)
842-6868.
Fast Fund-raising Program. Earn
up to $1000 for your campus
organization. Plus achance at $5000
more! This program works! No
investment needed. Call 1-800-9320528 EXT.50
Raise A Thousand in a week.
The fund-raiser that's working on
1800 campuses. Your campus group
can earn up to $1000 in just one
week. No investment needed. Be
first on your campus. A FREE gift
just for calling. Call now 1-800765-8472 EXT. 90.
Best Fund-raiser on Campus!
Looking for fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would like
to earn $500-$ 1,000 for a one week
on-campus marketing project. Must
be organized and hard working. Call
Lisa G. at (800) 592-2121.
Earn $2500 and FREE Spring
Break Trips to Bahamas, Jamaica
as part-time Campus Rep for Spring
Break Travel 1-800-638-6786.
The YMCA needs game officials
for its youth soccer leagues. Contact
Kirk Allen or Bill Wooten at 6562460 or come by Hultzendorff
YMCA Center.
Freshmen-Fly jets, Be a Leader
Of Men. As an Officer of Marines,
you can realize your full potential
in a challenging organization. No
requirements while in school.
Summer employment and financial
assistance available. For further
information, contact your
Placement Officer or call Captain
Gilchrist at 256-9015.

Attention Fraternities, Sororities,
Clubs, and Individuals. Trip
organizers wanted for fantastic Ski
and Sun Tours. Earn CASH
commissions and/or go for FREE.
Call the #1 company in college
travel, Moguis Ski and Sun Tours,
Inc., 1-800-666-4857.
Wanted: Paid volunteers to assist
with computer manual evaluation.
All levels of computer expertise
(complete beginners to experts) are
needed for this project, and
volunteers will be paid $10/hour
for one morning or afternoon's work.
Contact Kim Hunter at 656-3152
Help Wanted: Long John Silvers
is now hiring Full and Part-time,
flexible schedules. Starting up to
$4.50/hour. Apply in person at Long
John Silvers, 1059 Tiger Blvd. Call
646-6008.
Wanted: Dependable student to
drive elderly couple from Clemson
Downs to Raleigh, Burlington, N.C.
area during holidays (Thanksgiving,
Christmas, etc.). Couple has car,
and will pay as well. If interested,
please contact Jim Hzmbright (404)
438-2838.
We need Self-Motivated
Students. Earn up to $10/hour.
Market credit cards on campus.
Flexible hours. Only 10 positions
available. Call Now 1-800-9508472 EXT.20.

Development. If you have
information, Call 654-9597 or 6533814. Confidentiality concerning
your identify is guaranteed.
Free- Three beautiful kittens sixweeks old. Call Diana 646-8699.
Free fitness club membership in
exchange for 3 fun and educational
hours of employment at Total
Fitness of Clemson. Call Frank at
654-3066
8x 10 Aerial photos of ClemsonGeorgia game and campus available
for $14.00,$25.00 framed. If you
want a place photographed, call for
details 868-2796 after 8:oo p.m.
Steven Jordan Posters-The
rumor is true! Steven Jordan is doing
a Clemson poster. Release date and
artist appearance to be announced.
Other Jordan posters and prints also
available. For details call Aliens'
Creations, Frame and Art Gallery,
400-1 College Ave., Clemson 6543594.

personals
ID Y, Thinking of you-Especially
today. Love, IDI
Kissy-Face: Thanks for taking
the country girl to the city. Love,
The Kissy Face Master
Jules- Trying very hard to share
my feelings 1-4-3 -Drew

Easy Work! Excellent Pay!
Assemble Products at home. Call
for information. 504-641-8003
EXT.5987.

Bee-1 love you! Mon Petit Chou!
QTTI.

housing

Big Bro Betsy- Thanks a million
for all you've done for me and being
there for me. I love you-Sambo

Apartmentforrent! Girls needed
to live at Riverbanks for the Spring
Semester. 653-7727.

miscellaneous
$1000.00 REWARD!!! For
information leading to conviction
and arrest of person(s) who
vandalized a 1990 Black Nissan
300 ZX, keyed on both sides and all
four tires slashed. Incident occurred
between Tuesday, Oct.2, after 5:30
p.m. and Wednesday, Oct.3, before
3:30 p.m. in lot R-3. Confidentiality
maintained. Call Clemson Police at
656-2222. Victim is offering a
REWARD!!!!
$200.00 REWARD!!! Monaco
Estates
Property
Owners
Association is offering a $200.00
reward for information leading to
the recovery of stolen entrance signs
located at the Berkley Drive
entrance to the Monaco Estates

Pam Kish- Have a great
weekend, I'll be thinking of you.
Remember the bridge, "I can't ki~
you"- oh well, Chestnut Roasting
on an open fire. Mt. Pisgan Inn, the
card-thanks, the flowers-you're
welcome. I'll be here for you, Don't
understand yet? Wail. -Reeves.
Happy 21st Lesli! From your
favorite Tiger staff members.
Joshua—Thanks for a very
"palatable" weekend. I might-if I
were going to at all—maybe—
perhaps-miss you-just a little bit
this weekend. I'll see you Sunday.
Love, Megan.
Take Tim-out to say Happy
Birthday to T-Man. Happy 23rd to
the the "oldest" Tiger staff member.
Lisa—Get psyched for pledge
retreat this weekend. Love, Kell.

IF YOU WANT A CAREER
THAT REALLY FLIES, JOIN
AIR FORCE ROTC NOW.

^^M ^L£ WV* "
Missile officer? Navigator?
^L^B^I
^w
Pilot? There are many ways to
^B ^L^^^^
begin a career that soars.
^^L^^
But you should begin, now. Air Force
^^
ROTC offers both two- and four-year programs for college students. They provide the
confidence and leadership ability you need to become
an Air Force officer. You may also qualify for scholarship
programs that help pay college expenses, plus $ 100 per
academic month tax-free.
For a career that really flies, call
CAPT GROOMS
769-3254

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

